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Abstract
Team games are complicated activities, which involve much interaction between play-
ers. Analysing these interactions is of considerable interest; however, it is time consum-
ing, error prone, and unreliable to manually obtain the positions of the players throughout
a game. Automating this process could produce efcient and repeatable results.
Multiple object tracking in large, congested, rapidly changing, and frequently oc-
cluded domains (for example a soccer pitch) is a complex problem, particularly given the
non-linear nature of each player’s movements. This thesis presents a stochastic sampling
based multiple object tracker, capable of tracking objects from a single camera, in the
complex domain of sports games. Sports players’ shapes vary dramatically, presenting
challenges to existing techniques. Multi-resolution template based feature descriptors are
learned from example players’ shape data, providing a mechanism for identifying play-
ers’ locations in images. Sports scenes are often busy, in the sense that there may be many
players close to each other, causing occlusion of one or more players. The use of multiple
cameras to resolve these ambiguities is investigated.
Performance evaluation of computer vision systems is an important and often under-
studied activity. The performance evaluation in this thesis focuses on positional perfor-
mance evaluation. New metrics and statistics are presented which provide an important
insight into how well a tracking system is performing (and why it may not be).
Analysing the movements of the players over time allows a behaviour model of their
movements and interactions to be learned. Positional player data is represented and de-
scribed using density estimation methods. An emergent approach to identifying players is
presented. Each player’s response from a set of learned Gaussian mixture models is used
in a graph partitioning scheme. This allows the identication of each player’s ‘position’.
Behaviour and interaction models have potential uses for analysing tactics, identifying
good or atypical players, and most powerfully to be incorporated into a multiple object
tracking system to govern the expected dynamics of the players.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growth of activity in the areas of multiple object track-
ing and the modelling of interactions. Advances in computer hardware and the adop-
tion and development of theoretical methodologies from related disciplines allow more
computationally challenging problems to be approached. This has increased interest in
surveillance systems and the interpretation of actions identied by such systems, and the
possibility of real-time tracking applications are now realistic. This thesis aims to explore
the feasibility of a computer vision system for tracking sports players.
1.1 Aims and motivations
Sport is a rich and diverse domain. It captivates the minds of the general public and sports
are followed by millions of people around the world. To the computer vision researcher,
it provides an abundant source of captivating footage from which to work. This thesis has
two goals: to track the movements of sports (specically football) players on an indoor
pitch and to model the behaviour of the sports players within team games. Alongside
these two goals, there are two primary motivations for this work.
Firstly, the sports science industry is very interested in being able to know how much
ground athletes have covered, and how quickly they have moved, during the course of a
game. This information would allow more specic training to be designed to suit individ-
ual players. An example of the extent to which professional football teams are interested
1
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in knowing where their players have been during a game is shown by the amount of
money which is spent collecting statistics during the game, including numbers of com-
pleted passes, interceptions, corners, attempts on goal, etc. In the case of several teams a
company called ProZone have been employed to lm the games using many cameras, and
then manually marking up the game overnight, allowing statistics of the positions, move-
ments and speeds of the players to be identied. Figure 1.1 shows an example graphic
produced by ProZone, illustrating the movements of David Beckham throughout a game.
Figure 1.1: Graphic of Beckham’s trajectory during a game. Produced by ProZone, ap-
peared in the Times, Oct 2001.
With regard to computer vision, the tracking of sports players from video presents a
challenging domain in which many people interact, occlude, make sudden body move-
ments, and move in a non-linear fashion covering a large area of ground.
Secondly, the analysis of positional data from such a system to identify team game
interactions is a fascinating research area. Sports games that involve two teams of play-
ers provide a rich environment for modelling cooperative, collaborative and adversarial
actions of individuals and for modelling the behaviour of the teams as a whole. FA Pre-
miership clubs are becoming more aware of the possibilities of team and individual perfor-
mance analysis of football matches. Appendix A contains a recent press article discussing
new technology in use at Leeds United FC.
1.2 The soccer domain
This thesis examines team games in the form of indoor 5-a-side soccer, with a view to
creating a tracking system capable of extension to other domains, through consideration
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of the constraints imposed in the real world. These constraints take various forms: cost,
efciency, choice of camera location, and purpose.
Example footage that is used for tracking is shown in Figure 1.2. Examining this
image, it can be seen that 5-a-side soccer is a limited domain; a maximum of ten players
will be in view at any time, players are conned to the pitch, and the players are organised
into two teams identied by coloured shirts. However, the soccer domain exhibits many
challenging aspects: the size of the pitch means that the resolution of an image of the
game varies greatly between the nearest and the furthest parts of the pitch; sports games
are busy areas; sports players’ shapes vary signicantly, often in short periods; and the
players move at variable speeds, often suddenly changing direction, which makes their
movements hard to predict. In addition, environmental variations can be considerable,
even indoors. Players cast shadows on the oor, and the lighting varies and also produces
some areas of ‘glare’ at the camera end of the pitch.
Figure 1.2: Example footage of soccer players.
Tracking multiple target objects from footage of a soccer game presents many oc-
casions on which part of a player occludes another in the image. These occurrences of
players overlapping can cause problems for image processing and low-level machine vi-
sion techniques (those which rely solely on image information).
It would be possible to use a set of 99 calibrated cameras to allow a high resolution
image of each player to be obtained, or even to mount many cameras directly overhead re-
ducing the problem to blob-tracking. Such an approach would not be readily transferable
to sports stadia on the grounds of cost or practicality respectively.
Team games are complicated activities, which involve a lot of interaction between
the players. This multi-player activity allows us to explore the relations and interactions,
both between players, and the teams as a whole. The ultimate goal is a real-time, accu-
rate, automatic tracking system of all objects on the sports pitch and a system capable of
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behaviour analysis.
Such a non-intrusive system used during a competitive match could help to decide
which players are tiring earlier than normal (do players get injured when they tire atypi-
cally?) or even to decide which tactics are most successful against the opposition.
Other tracking systems developed do not appear to be robust to the challenges of this
domain. The main problems foreseen are:
 perspective; soccer covers a large area, and due to the perspective effects, the reso-
lution of players on different parts of the image is signicantly different.
 shape; soccer players’ shapes vary considerably and change quickly, relative to
pedestrians or cars in typical surveillance applications.
 occlusion; commonly players obscure each other as viewed from the same camera,
they overlap on the image, increasing the complexity of the tracking.
 evaluation; how should a tracker (or machine vision algorithms) be evaluated?
 behaviour; how to represent interactions between groups or individuals, it is an
under developed research area.
This thesis will explore these areas in search of insights or solutions, whilst consider-
ing practical issues of computational efciency and the attractiveness of a single uncali-
brated camera (or as few cameras as possible).
1.3 Thesis overview
This section details how the remainder of this thesis is organised.
Chapter 2 identies our needs in greater detail. A review of relevant work, in the varied
areas of low-level computer vision; incorporating image processing and shape modelling
techniques, to higher level computer vision techniques; reviewing tracking and behaviour
modelling. Approaches to evaluating algorithms and systems are discussed, and a variety
of current trackers and tracking systems are explored. Throughout this chapter conclu-
sions are drawn about the best approaches to take in order to full the aims of this thesis.
A multiple object tracker is presented in Chapter 3. The perspective effects of the
image are examined, and methods for image transformations are introduced. Within a
CONDENSATION [47] based tracking scheme, positions of the players are represented in
the real world coordinate system, since this provides greater separation between players
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than in the image plane where the players frequently occlude. Incorporation of a set of
Kalman lters into the CONDENSATION framework is shown to help group the samples
back together, and improve the tracking results.
Discussion about the plausibility of shape models for representing the numerous poses
of a sports player appears in Chapter 4, along with a multi-resolution texture based shape
model learned from example data. Several methods of employing this approach are com-
pared and evaluated. The method is also demonstrated on video footage of pedestrians,
and its potential use for modelling the transitions between poses is shown.
Chapter 5 presents work on trajectory description. The need for tracker evaluation is of
paramount importance, and ways of describing and comparing trajectories are presented
which allow evaluation of a tracking system as a whole.
Tracking multiple sports players from multiple cameras is the focus of Chapter 6.
The framework set up in Chapter 3 is extended to establish a common coordinate system,
through calibrating each of the images used, and consideration is given to the calculation
of the update parameters of the Kalman lters. The multi-resolution texture based shape
model of Chapter 4 is incorporated into the tracker as the tness function, and methods
of combining data from multiple views is discussed. Example tracked footage is shown,
alongside evaluation and discussion about the tracker’s successes and failings.
Chapter 7 discusses the collection of data for behaviour modelling, and creates prob-
ability density maps of real world data from a 5-a-side soccer game using a Gaussian
mixture model, and secondly using vector quantisation. A system for generating syn-
thetic data (with endless supply) is designed to provide a greater quantity of data with
which to work. Emergent methods are used on this data to identify players’ positions,
and approaches to a variety of tasks involving behaviour modelling and interactions are
discussed.
Finally, conclusions and further work are discussed in Chapter 8.
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Computer vision and behaviour
modelling: A review
This chapter identies the areas of research relevant to multiple object tracking from video
sequences, looking at each stage from the initial image processing and segmentation of the
video, the tting of shape models to the extracted foreground shapes, ltering and tracking
methods used to predict future locations/shapes, methods for tracking multiple targets,
and the fusion of information from multiple cameras/views. Finally, event recognition
and behaviour modelling research is explored.
Computer vision systems are generally modular in their approach. It is usual for the
process to begin by applying a general processing or image ltering technique to the
whole image, to either reduce the dimensionality (3 colour channels to a single channel
foreground-background image), or to highlight features in the image, to aid subsequent
algorithms.
2.1 The segmentation task
There are many ways of representing colour. Most video formats use RGB (red, green,
blue), but for some applications other perceptual colour spaces such as HSI (hue, satura-
tion, intensity) are more appropriate, since in such a space, perceptually similar colours
are ‘closer’ to each other. Vandenbroucke et al. [111] experiment with a hybrid colour
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space for classifying pixels into one of a number of categories. The method is applied to
the soccer domain, identifying thresholds for the background, and choosing three colour
representations from a large set, which give the best separation between sets of training
foreground pixels (images of soccer players on two teams), which provides a good seg-
mentation and team identication. Due to the non-time-dependent approach, this method
is robust to small camera jitters, and stationary objects. Their footage is taken on an
outdoor grass football pitch, and the method relies upon an empty similarly coloured
background. The sports centre oor that is used in this work is covered in multi-coloured
pitch markings for many different sporting activities, which makes the segmentation task
more challenging. Incorporating an image segmentation scheme which can cope with
these conditions will lead to a tracker with greater generality. Such a tracker will be more
robust to different situations and should be less dependent on video footage being similar
to the scenario on which it is developed.
Video analysis allows information from previous image frames to be used to aid seg-
mentation. Maintaining a temporal background model and performing background sub-
traction has been shown to be a fast and efcient method of extracting moving objects
from a scene [3]. This performs best in relatively empty scenes through which objects are
moving, however, sporting activities do not t into this category. In busy scenes, where
sports players are always on the pitch (in the eld of view), it is difcult to adjust the
update parameters to allow both fast moving objects to be segmented and objects which
stay still for a period of time, as sports players (particularly in sports like netball) often
have a tactical position in which they stand for short lengths of time, and can become
incorporated into the background model through dynamic background maintenance. If
a static background model is used to combat this, it may not allow for changes in the
lighting conditions or small camera movements.
Recently, more complex (and computationally expensive) background subtraction
methods have been developed, notably adaptive background subtraction [71] which uses
the colour information in the image to dynamically maintain a mean and standard devia-
tion for each colour channel (R,G,B) for each pixel, and after a training period, identies
the pixel as foreground if the RGB values at the pixel are outside  standard deviations
of the mean value, with  typically equal to 3. This method produces a well segmented
foreground image, in general, however it is found to be oversensitive to camera jitter,
particularly with respect to the multi-coloured pitch markings.
Colour mixture models [84] may be used to locate and track objects in dynamic
scenes. The ‘Grimson method’ of adaptive background mixture models [99] models each
pixel as a mixture of Gaussians, and considers whether a pixel value ts the background
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model. This method is stable, computationally efcient, and is employed within the work
described in Chapter 6, with further details and discussion of parameters.
2.2 Shape modelling
Early approaches to extracting shapes of objects from images used snakes [98]; de-
formable lines iteratively tted to features extracted through edge detection or similar
routines. Various techniques have been applied to improve this technique, gradient vec-
tor flow (GVF) [119] and colorimetric attributes of target objects [113] have improved
these methods, although the main drawback of a snake based approach is that the result-
ing shape (contour) may not represent the target object sufciently well, due to missed
features, or noisy data, and is particularly poor for occlusion reasoning.
Contour models vastly increase the power of an iterative tting approach, and have
been used in a wide variety of machine vision applications when the objects to be identi-
ed are similar in nature, for example industrial inspection of resistors [20], pedestrians
in car parks [3], and leaves on bushes [65]. Flexible shape models such as the point dis-
tribution model (PDM) [21] allow a model of the target object to be built from sets of
examples of labelled points on the outline of the desired object. To create a PDM, the
sets of examples rst need to be aligned, so they correspond as closely as possible. (This
requires a normalisation of scale, rotation and translation). The statistics of the object
can then be captured; a mean shape can be calculated and principal components analysis
(PCA) [55] can be applied to the deviations of each example from the mean, to identify
the modes of variation in the shape model. One major advantage of using PCA is that
the dimensionality of the model can be reduced signicantly, by utilising only the major
modes of variation in the model (i.e. those which capture 99% or 95% of the variation).
Learning shape models from training data constrains the shape of the target object to
be similar to those seen. Example shapes can be generated from the model for use by
active shape models (ASM) [20] which are a technique for tting PDMs to image data,
iteratively adapting towards the best t to the image object, whilst remaining within the
bounds of the model. The power behind the PDM approach lies in having similar shaped
objects, which can be represented well by a set of landmark points. Magee [67] employs
a particular PDM derivative, a vector based PDM, for cow tracking. The outline of a cow
(viewed from the side) contains sufciently many landmark points for a usable model to
be tted to the images of cows on route to the milking parlour. In later work, Magee builds
three separate models for the cows’ shape (Figure 2.1), one for each phase of the cows’
gait cycle allowing the models to capture the cow’s shapes better [68], and uses these
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within a cyclic hidden Markov model to identify abnormality in the cows’ gait (indicating
lameness) [69].
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Front Legs 
Variation
Rear Legs 
Variation
Inter−animal 
Variation
All
Variation
Figure 2.1: The three models used by Magee for cow tracking; cows are always in one of
the three congurations shown. Model 1: All legs are separate. Model 2: The front legs
are together (or occluding), and their outline is modelled as one. Model 3: The rear legs
are together.
There may be scope for such a concept to be employed for modelling the shape of
sports players, with a number of models being used to represent when players: stand with
their legs closed; stand with their legs open; are running, creating a diagonal shape; or
have their arms out. Figure 2.2 shows such examples.
Other variations of the PDM have included extending to polar coordinates [40] to
allow non-linear (rotational) variation to be captured by the model, whilst reducing the
likelihood of implausible shapes being generated, which can arise when a PDM is created
from a set of examples in which non-linear variation occurs, or if the shapes are not similar
enough. Further work on non-linear PCA has also included work by Heap [41] who
builds a model in which several linear PCA are performed on the data. Jumps (wormholes
in shape space) from one PCA cluster to another are identied, which are used for hand
tracking; with a single linear PCA discontinuities would occur in the shape space of a hand
when ngers parted or joined. Recent approaches to achieving non-linear dimensionality
reduction have introduced locally linear embedding (LLE) [90] and a global geometric
framework [106] to alleviate the problem of generating implausible shapes from models
built using PCA when non-linear variation occurs.
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Figure 2.2: The variation in shape of soccer players.
Baumberg [3, 4] tracks pedestrians with an ASM using a exible shape model com-
prising of a B-spline with a xed number of equally spaced control points (similar to the
PDM’s landmark points) around the object’s outline, which sufciently captures the varia-
tion in pedestrian shapes without implausible shapes becoming incorporated in the model.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the variation in the outlines of extracted soccer players, which raise
questions about the most suitable way of tracking these shapes, since it is hard to identify
a suitable set of landmark points for such varying shapes.
Notable alternatives to these 2D shape outline methods are the use of a set of exem-
plars [15, 107] (or combinations of exemplars) to represent all possible shapes that may
appear, the use of a 3D wire frame model as used in a vehicle tracking scheme for visual
surveillance of moving vehicles [30], or the use of a full 3D model for tracking human
gures [96] which has the drawback of being slow, due to its very high computational
cost. PCA has been applied to spatial templates of segmented people walking, followed
by canonical analysis (CA) to the lower dimensionality (PCA transformed) data; this in-
creases class separation, and reduces within class separation allowing individuals to be
identied through their gait [43], since each cluster within this feature space corresponds
to a unique person. Rigoll [89] has created pseudo-2D HMMs to capture the shape of a
person in an image and used these with Kalman ltering to estimate the position of the
bounding box around a person at all future times.
Appearance models based on the texture or pixel intensities within a region of the im-
age have been used as an alternative to the shape modelling approaches detailed. Eigen-
Tracking was developed by Black [9] for tracking and recognising hand gestures in video,
extending the work of Turk and Pentland [110] on Eigenfaces. An eigen-model can be
created from a training set of xed size feature vectors of pixel intensities from an image
region. The major modes of variation in the model can be found using PCA, allowing
the training set to be represented by a linear combination of a reduced set of orthogonal
eigen-images. The proximity of an image region to a known individual’s face or hand
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conguration when projected into eigen-space can be used for tracking and recognition.
Cootes et al. [19] have developed the active appearance model which is an integrated
model of shape and appearance (generally grey-levels). Once a shape model is identied,
the intensity values within dened regions of the shape can be incorporated into a model
for PCA. Such a model has been demonstrated to successfully track faces by iteratively
comparing an image generated by the model to the image and adjusting the parameters
automatically to produce the best t.
Kang [56] devises a novel appearance model for identifying and tracking soccer play-
ers. A circle around a player is constructed and at equal intervals around this circle a
set of points are identied. About each point a set of concentric circles within the outer
circle are constructed. A colour model, built from observing RGB vales in the sets of
radial bins, creates a rotational- and scale-invariant appearance model. This is incorpo-
rated into a joint probability model along with image and real-world motion models to
track soccer players from two video streams on an outdoor pitch. Liebe [64] compares
the properties of appearance and contour based approaches for categorising objects in an
image database, and nds that different cues (colour, texture, global and local shape) each
perform better for different types of objects.
To summarise, the popular shape models in use are contour models (such as PDMs
or spline models which rely on a set of points on the extracted outline of the shape)
and appearance models (incorporating image information in the form of colour or texture
possibly in addition to shape). For similar shapes these cluster well, and PCA can be used
to reduce the dimensionality, thus identifying the major features or characteristics of the
shapes.
2.3 Tracking methods
Object tracking is tackled in many ways, with approaches dependent upon the object(s)
and scene(s) in question. Using a priori information about the object(s) and scene(s)
in a particular application tends to lead to more fruitful results. This section begins by
discussing ltering techniques used in object tracking, then looks at several other track-
ing concepts, and moves onto multiple object tracking, fusing information from multiple
cues and views, nally covering multiple camera approaches to articulated body motion
capture, where a full 3D reconstruction is desired.
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Filtering techniques
Kalman ltering [18,25,33,85,114] is widely used to estimate a time process. The Kalman
lter cycle resembles a predictor-corrector algorithm in that there are two sets of equa-
tions, the time update equations for predicting the state in a future time, and the mea-
surement update equations for correcting the estimate by an actual measurement at that
time. A powerful extension to the Kalman lter is the interacting multiple model (IMM),
which maintains a set of different system models, allowing easy adaptation to different
dynamics [14]. Stauffer and Grimson [99] successfully track both cars and people using
adaptive background mixture models, extracting regions of connected components, and
maintaining sets of Kalman lters (with different ‘Kalman models’) for multiple hypoth-
esis tracking and to explain the movement of objects between frames.
The use of Monte Carlo methods and particle filtering, which use probabilistic simu-
lation and sampling to heuristically estimate a solution, led to the use of CONDENSATION
- conditional density propagation over time [47], which uses stochastic sampling to track
curves in cluttered environments. The algorithm stochastically samples from a probability
density function (PDF) a set of  possible particles (which are feature vectors, parame-
terising the target object), applies predictive dynamics to each particle, and evaluates each
particle to create a new PDF for the next time step. This technique allows fast tracking
of an object in cluttered scenes. Instantiating two or more independent CONDENSATION
trackers to track more than one object in a scene often leads to the object which ‘evalu-
ates’ best being tracked by more than one tracker, whilst other objects are not tracked [76].
Multiple object tracking techniques based on the CONDENSATION algorithm have been
developed. MacCormick [65] introduces a probabilistic exclusion principle and a new
partitioned sampling algorithm to track multiple targets. Partitioned sampling allows for a
reduction in the number of samples needed, particularly in high dimensional spaces (such
as those associated with multiple objects). Tao [105], and Koller-Meier [61] also identify
frameworks to allow CONDENSATION-like tracking of a varying number of objects in a
scene; objects can be counted, created and deleted. The main difference between these
methods and those presented in Chapter 3 is that in our method the positional information
in the samples is stored as ground plane positions, as opposed to image plane, which gives
the advantage that the proximity of objects relates to real world distances, rather than im-
age distances; this aids tracking and occlusion reasoning, given that our domain is large
and perspective effects are considerable. In addition our method presented in Chapter 3
integrates the use of a Kalman lter for each player, within the tracking framework.
The efciency of Monte Carlo methods is exploited by Sullivan et al. [101, 102] for
Bayesian localisation of objects in image sequences. A Bayesian approach to learning
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the expected responses of a bank of lters, applied to the images of training data, allows
a likelihood to be calculated for probabilistic inference as to the object’s location, which
may be propagated over time.
Tracking methods
Alternative approaches to tracking moving objects include using PDE-based level sets
[80] which are computationally intensive, the closed-worlds of Intille and Bobick [45] (to
be discussed in Section 2.6), and split-and-merge contour models (snakes without a shape
model) for real-time tracking on DSP boards [2]. Toyama [107] uses a metric mixture
(M  ) allowing the use of exemplars in place of a parameterised model in a probabilistic
framework. The metric mixture alleviates the problem of comparison between an example
test image and each exemplar (to identify the most appropriate). This is analogous to the
distance between an active shape model (or deformable contour) tted to an example test
image and a shape model example in shape space (the eigen-space into which the feature
vectors are projected for PCA). It does this by learning a probabilistic model from a set
of training data. M  involves matching example image features exploiting the chamfer
distance as used by Gavrila [32]. A chamfer distance is the average distance between an
image and a template where each pixel that is on in the binary template is matched to the
nearest pixel that is above a threshold in the image. The temporal sequence of images in
the training set is used to learn likelihoods and state transition dynamics for the model.
Multiple cues
Robust tracking may be achieved by fusing together information from several simple cues,
as opposed to the computationally expensive shape tting methods previously described.
Triesch [108] presents a face tracking system which integrates different cues (several
simple cues are chosen; intensity change, colour analysis, motion continuity, and contrast
range), in a self organising manner, by re-calibrating the sensitivity of poorly performing
cues (those which differ signicantly from the desired result). This demographic integra-
tion strives for maximal coherence between the different cues, with the assumption that a
minority of cues will be affected by environmental changes at any one time. Sherrah [95]
presents a continuous global evidence-based Bayesian modality fusion network (CBMF),
with an example use for multiple face tracking using three cues (modalities); skin colour,
frame differencing (motion) and ellipse tting, where the inexpensive modalities of skin
colour and frame differencing are applied on a per pixel basis, and the CBMF performs
selective calculation of an expensive modality, like ellipse tting.
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Articulated body motion capture
Articulated body motion capture has received increasing attention in recent years. It has
been pursued by those wishing to gain 3D pose information from a single camera (though
methods generally are extensible), and those wishing to devise an integrated multiple
camera system. Brand [15] analyses sequences of 2D shadows to identify 3D poses by
learning a function between ‘paths’ in the two systems, which are later used to resolve
ambiguities over the length of the clip. Deutscher et al. [23] introduce annealed particle
filtering as a technique for tracking in high dimensional conguration spaces (using a
model with 29 degrees of freedom). Within a Bayesian framework, Sidenbladh et al. [96]
track 3D gures using 2D image motion. A prior probability distribution of pose and angle
parameters is used, and a rst order Markov model updates the temporal dynamics of the
change in shape and velocity of the model of the 3D human. Bottino and Laurentini [11]
use volume intersection (VI) to reconstruct 3D shapes from 2D silhouettes, which again is
a non-invasive technique, not requiring the use of markers, or other specialist commercial
magnetic tracking systems.
Multiple cameras
The use of multiple cameras for object tracking has become increasingly popular, par-
ticularly for surveillance applications. These include reconstructing the paths of people
through a set of non-overlapping cameras [58], the camera handoff problem of passing
the 2D tracking task from one video stream to another, as the target leaves one eld of
view and enters another [50], using colour information to re-identify a pedestrian if he/she
re-appears in the scene, or in the view of an independent neighbouring camera [79], and
to aid occlusion reasoning by fusing the information from multiple views of the same
scene, using Bayesian belief networks [24]. Ellis [28] has learned the topology of an
arbitrary network of cameras, through statistical analysis of many observations of pedes-
trians walking through the scene(s). Stein [63, 100] has devised an excellent method for
establishing a common coordinate frame between multiple video streams. Planar geomet-
ric constraints are applied to moving objects in the scene, rather than using photometric
properties, which can vary between images and cameras. This is also used to align video
from multiple un-synchronised cameras in time.
Multiple cameras are exploited more signicantly for full 3D reconstruction. Bow-
den [12] reconstructs 3D pose from a single camera view through learning a non-linear
point distribution model of a human’s upper body. Ong and Gong [78] extend this ap-
proach to track a human body using two cameras. A hybrid 2D-3D model (outlines plus
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skeleton) is learned using hierarchical PCA, and a CONDENSATION tracker ts the model
to each view. Gait analysis for medical purposes is the focus of Marzani et al. [70], who
nd that more than three cameras are needed to disambiguate all occlusions. Jennings [51]
makes use of stereo range images for 3D nger tracking, as does Harville [39] for peo-
ple tracking, using the depth information to create a plan view statistic. Also of note
is Kanade’s use of 30 cameras at Super Bowl XXXV allowing reconstruction from any
viewpoint using Virtualized Reality[tm] and also of 49 cameras in ‘The 3D Room’ [91].
This section has reviewed object tracking techniques, generally applied with/after
methods reviewed in the previous two sections, on image processing and shape mod-
elling. A wealth of approaches have been pursued, often dependent upon the domain
in question. In the next section, tracking systems will be reviewed, specically systems
relating to the tracking of people.
2.4 People trackers
Many different people trackers with various purposes have been developed in recent years.
This section identies seven established people tracking systems and considers whether
these approaches are useful for a sports player tracking system.
One of the rst systems, designed for pedestrian surveillance, was the Leeds People
Tracker [3, 4] which employs contour tracking, active shape models, and Kalman lter-
ing to track multiple people from a single camera. This relies upon a B-spline model
built from examples of similarly shaped pedestrians, however sports players are more
animated, and their silhouettes vary more than pedestrians’. The ADVISOR system [97]
incorporates a people tracker which is an extension of the Leeds People Tracker. Tracking
robustness has been increased, through fusion of data from four tracking modules: motion
detection, region tracking, head detection and shape tracking.
Some systems allow a determination of the body pose, and real-time tracking of head
and hands, such as Pfinder [117]. Pnder is a ‘person-nder’ which uses a multi-class
statistical model of colour and shape to create a blob representation of a tracked person.
This will only work when there is a single person in the scene, and produces a more
detailed model than is needed to obtain the position of sports players.
	
 [37] is a real-time system for detecting and tracking people outdoors using a tem-
poral texture template which dynamically changes during tracking. 	
 has been extended
to work using a controllable pan-tilt-zoom camera [35], and for the tracking of groups of
people in the Hydra system [36], by using/building appearance models and segmenting
groups before, during and after occlusions for each person, to make sure tracking is main-
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tained. Isard and MacCormick [49] have implemented a Bayesian Multiple-Blob Tracker
(BraMBLe) which uses a Bayesian multiple-object lter allowing comparison between
hypotheses containing different numbers of objects, where people are represented as a set
of generalised cylinders. Recent work by McKenna et al. [71] performs tracking on three
levels of abstraction: regions, people and groups. Strong use is made of colour informa-
tion in this system, to assist in coping with shadows and disambiguating occlusions in
pedestrian scenes.
Aiming to track sports players for use in behaviour modelling requires knowledge of
the position of each player, since any behaviour analysis where more than one player is
represented at a single point may compromise the results (since it cannot happen in the
real world). This means that an approach to model groups (more than one person) is not
one that should be followed in this application. Many tracking systems in the world are
good, and t for use, for the domain on which they were designed; specically designed
trackers enjoy much greater success than any generic tracker.
2.5 Tracker evaluation
Designing performance evaluation methods for computer vision applications is a chal-
lenging task. Even for one of the simplest examples of a computer vision application: an
object classifier. Evaluation methods for a tomato classier are now considered.
Figure 2.3: Example tomatoes and apple, for use with a tomato classier.
Is  classification=tomato  object=tomato  a good way to evaluate
the classier? At rst glance, it may seem to be ne, given 100 instances of a tomato,
if the classier classies every tomato as a tomato, then it will be correct 100% of the
time, however if given 1 instance of a tomato, and 99 of an apple, then this scheme for
evaluating the classication could appear to give correct classication 100% of the time,
if it classied every object as a tomato, when in fact it was incorrect 99% of the time.
Is  classification correct  a good way to evaluate the classier? This
may seem more appropriate, given 100 instances of a tomato, if the classier classies
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every tomato as a tomato, then it will be correct 100% of the time, however if given 1
instance of a tomato, and 99 of an apple, then this scheme for evaluating the classication
could appear to give correct classication 99% of the time if the classifer classied every
object as an apple, however, since it is a tomato classier, it performs very poorly, it is
correct 0% of the time in the task of classifying tomatoes.
This example shows how context specific performance evaluation methods need to be.
The accepted way to evaluate a classier is to use Bayes’ Risk, which associates costs
with each type of error that can be made: ﬀﬂﬁﬃ "!# error1 $% error1 '&
ﬁﬃ()!# error2 *$+ error2 ,&.-"-)- How these costs are decided depends largely on
the context of the task; in some situations, for example medical, some costs may be high
(associated with an error which results in death).
In the context of evaluating a sports player tracker, there are many ways in which the
performance of such a computer vision system can be evaluated, although few metrics
exist for positional tracker evaluation. Often little evaluation on how precisely a target is
tracked is presented in the literature, with the authors tending to say for what percentage
of the time the target was tracked. This issue is now emerging as a key aspect of tracker
performance evaluation, and an annual workshop on performance evaluation of tracking
and surveillance [74] has recently begun (2000).
Performance evaluation is a wide topic and covers many aspects of computer vision.
Ellis discusses approaches to performance evaluation [27], and identies many aspects
which include; how algorithms cope with different physical conditions in the scene,
i.e. weather, illumination and irrelevant motion, assessing performance through ground
truthing, and the need to compare tracked data to marked up data, whether this be targets’
positions, 2D shape models, or classication of some description.
For evaluating the performance of a ‘sports player tracker’, the aim is to evaluate how
well a tracker is able to determine the position of a target object.
2.6 Football oriented work
Sport has a massive inuence on our lives and culture, as Bill Shankly said in an inter-
view with the Sunday Times on Oct. 4, 1981: ‘Some people think football is a matter of
life and death ... I can assure them it is much more serious than that.’ The Internet has
increased exposure to sport, allowing 24 hour access to information, gambling, videos,
games and more [44]. The entertainment industry is also making use of the latest com-
puter vision techniques, notably at Super Bowl XXXV. Kanade [91] used 30 cameras to
allow a reconstruction of the action from any virtual viewpoint, including being able to
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freeze time and view the action from a moving viewpoint.
Football related work has been inspired by several different ambitions, including an-
notation, action recognition, game reconstruction, and play evaluation. Early work in
the soccer domain focused on the idea of creating an automatic commentary on the
game [1, 87, 104], and of being able to parse the game to identify highlights of the ac-
tion [34, 120].
Tracking of sports players has often involved a different approach to pedestrian track-
ing; Intille and Bobick use closed-worlds [45] for video-annotation of American football
footage. Tracking using closed-worlds involves giving a context to the scene, by saying
that in a region of space and time, all pixels are able to be associated with one object in
the scene. In the American football example, each pixel must be associated with: one
of a known number of players, the pitch markings, or grass. Using this information, the
internal state of the closed-world must be determined from the video footage, to identify
the positions of the players. This was followed by work aiming to identify actions from
visual evidence, namely American football plays [46]. A simplied set of American foot-
ball plays were identied, with the aim of identifying which of these took place in a video
sequence. In contrast, this thesis focuses on learning the movements and actions of sports
players from actual matches, rather than recognising when pre-determined moves have
taken place.
SoccerMan [6, 7] is a (soccer) game reconstruction system: various techniques are
used in the tracking of players, and then a virtual 3D world with playground texture and
textured player shapes is formed. This can be viewed from any virtual viewpoint, and
video from two views is necessary. The main drawback of the system is that a large
amount of manual intervention is needed to track the players. Before tracking, each play-
ers’ head is identied manually in every tenth frame, in both video streams, and a 3D
spline is tted to this data, as a basis for identifying the players’ positions. Textures for
each player are extracted, and attention is given to separating those player textures that
would overlap. This ensures individual player texture representations are obtained and
allows subsequent reconstruction of the game for visualisation from different viewpoints.
Soccer and other team games take place on a pitch too large to be covered entirely
by one camera. Multiple camera approaches have been discussed briey in Section 2.3,
however other approaches have incorporated the use of overhead cameras with sh-eye
lenses to cover an indoor basketball scene [81], and the use of image mosaicing [6,59,93],
where a single non-static camera is used, and features within the images are identied to
match the images, or to calibrate the system to allow transformation to a single world
coordinate system.
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Colour has also played a part in sports tracking [75, 93, 112], due to the near uniform
colour of the pitch, and the two teams wearing distinguishably coloured kit. Ok [76]
has employed a CONDENSATION tracker with occlusion alarm probability which aims
to resolve the coalescence of multiple players (into a single player). When two or more
players come close to each other, or occlude, the occlusion alarm probability used in
calculating the weighting function for the CONDENSATION algorithm repels particles, to
avoid multiple sets of particles tracking the same object. Kim [59] has tackled the issue
of tracking the ball, making use of the physics which governs its motion, to identify its
3D position.
Interpreting useful information from team games has seen Taki et al. [103] look at
evaluating teamwork in soccer games, by investigating space advantage on the pitch. A
minimum moving time (MMT) is discussed which identies which player is able to get to
each point on the pitch rst. MMT takes into account each players’ position and velocity,
and is similar to Voronoi regions used in computational geometry. KUBO [62] synthesises
a soccer game using a multi-agent system to learn coordinated behaviours.
Sports games have been the subject of attention for computer vision researchers due to
their potential applications, the challenging domain, and the structure behind the games.
Rather than trying to identify particular events, such as corners, penalties, goals, or set
plays, the aim here is to identify the positions of the players to a high enough degree of
accuracy for behaviour analysis (to be discussed in Section 2.8).
2.7 Commercial video match analysis systems
There is a number of commercial match analysis systems on the market, each offering a
different perspective on how to analyse a game. This section will briey introduce the
functionality and aims of several of these systems, before discussing their applicability to
the goal of this thesis.
SoftSport inc. concentrate on passes of the ball. They have two products on offer,
which they advertise as:

‘Second Look 3P’s[tm] (Player, Performance, Prole) is a software product that
analyzes the full ninety minutes of the player’s performance and provides detailed
reports of his completed and lost passes. Second Look 3P’s[tm] provides a concise,
unbiased evaluation of the player.’

‘Second Look[tm] for Soccer is a software product that analyzes the full ninety
minutes of a soccer match and provides many detailed reports on team performance,
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and all individual player performance. It gives an overall view of the game’s tactics
and strategy. Second Look[tm] for Soccer provides a concise, unbiased evaluation
of the game’s players and opponents.’
Figure 2.4: Example SoftSport graphic showing completed passes comparison of two
players from Real Madrid vs Bayern Munich - March, 2000. Graphic reproduced with
permission of Zvi Friedman. c
/
SoftSport Inc.
This (system) requires a coach to enter all the data using the software, which can be
time consuming. The software allows overhead images (Figure 2.4) of player comparisons
to be viewed, and looks at the following statistics:
Goals Scored Shots On Goal Impact Passes/Goals
Impact Passes/Shots Total No. of Passes No. of Completed Passes
No. of Lost Passes Completion Rate No. of Intercepted Passes
TrackSYS offer a software package ‘The Observer Video-Pro’ (developed by Noldus
Information Technology) used for video annotation and presentation. A set of events and
players are dened before the game, and the game is annotated as it occurs, or afterwards
from video. This data can be analysed to show the basic statistics of the game, as a
time-event plot, or a series of video clips can be produced to display the results.
Sports Analytica provide a video match analysis service, which is geared up for use
by an individual footballer. The footballer can send off videos of four matches of himself
playing, and the Sports Analytica team will process the video on the computer. They
categorise the games and use a non-linear video system (Figure 2.5) to allow video clips
to be played in any order, to highlight the capabilities of the player.
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Figure 2.5: Example graphic showing the Sports Analytica system in operation. Graphic
reproduced with permission. c
/
Sports Analytica.
Figure 2.6: Example player and team report cards from Match Analysis. Reproduced by
permission. c
/
Match Analysis.
Match Analysis allows a coach to send off a narrated video of the game, and their
specialists will methodically enter into the computer many events as they happen. Within
a couple of days a glossy set of ‘Player Reports’, ‘Team Reports’ and a ‘Coaches Sum-
mary’ are sent out (Figure 2.6) , which highlight the following:
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Primary Passing Channels Loss on Pass vs Dribble Time-line of Player Events
Variation in Pace over Time Possession % by Player Distribution Rating
Shots On-goal vs Off-goal Assists Support Ratings
Position of Shooters Passes Made by Player and more...
ProZone is a professional company who t several cameras in the soccer ground, and
overnight manually mark-up the position of each player on video footage. This provides
information of the ground plane position of each player throughout the game, and is used
to present information about the movements of the players throughout the whole game,
and can provide valuable statistics to the coach about the time spent moving at different
speeds, distance covered as well as a plot of the player’s path throughout the game.
Several of these packages may be useful for post match video analysis of events, for
example, for the team to see each corner they took and how successful different corner
taking tactics were - no longer would a video recorder need to be fast forwarded through
to the next corner - the digital video clips classied as corners could just be played. It
should be noted that each of these products are not automatic in the computer vision
sense; they are software products/services requiring much operator time and interaction.
ProZone show the closest resemblance to the positional analysis in which we are inter-
ested, however it currently takes over 34 hours to manually mark-up the positions of the
22 players and the ball. Automating this process is our interest.
Positional analysis of sports players is of interest to coaches and trainers, since it
allows a quantiable way of analysing a players’ performance, aids the design of better
training regimes (also allowing quantiable evaluation of such schemes on performance),
and provides information for tactical analysis. It is important to obtain the positions
of each player throughout the game to the highest possible level of accuracy and to a
quantiable level of accuracy. It is necessary to know how good the data obtained is. This
data can be used to calculate the velocities and accelerations of each player, allowing the
prole of a player’s speed throughout the game to be identied. Coaches can use this to
see how many short sprints the player runs in the game, how much time he spends stood
still, or how quickly he can change pace. However, the main research interest here is in
the behaviour modelling of the interactions between the players, once the positional data
is obtained.
2.8 Behaviour modelling
Analysing the movements of the players over time allows a behaviour model of their
movements and interactions to be learned. Such a model has potential uses for analysing
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tactics, identifying good or atypical players, and most powerfully to be incorporated into
a multiple object tracking system to govern the expected dynamics of the players, which
should vastly increase tracker performance. Analysis of the players’ movements could
answer the following questions:
 Can emergent behaviour be learned from observing real sports games?
 Can team membership be identied for each player?
 How do players interact with their team mates, and the opposition?
 Can the tactics be encapsulated in an understandable way?
 Can a generative model be created?
 Can the rules of the game be learned?
Behaviour models that can be built in order to assist in answering these questions
include mixture models, Markov models, hidden Markov models (HMMs), and agent
based approaches. These methods will now be discussed.
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [8] can be used to estimate probability density. A
set of Gaussians can be used to represent the data, typically a set of feature vectors. The
parameters of the Gaussians must be estimated, for which the expectation-maximisation
(EM) algorithm is commonly used. Now any vector in this feature vector space can be
represented as a mixture of Gaussians. The centres of the Gaussians may represent differ-
ent clusters of data, although separation between cluster centres may not exist. Methods
for achieving a form of clustering in which feature vectors are closely linked to a single
cluster centre or prototype vector to classify it, are often useful in state based models.
Vector quantisation (VQ) can be applied to cluster a set of feature vectors into a set
of distinct prototypical vectors. Johnson [52, 53] implements a VQ scheme for learning
cluster prototypes whose point density approximates the probability density of the train-
ing data. This has been demonstrated on pedestrian trajectory data and produces a well
partitioned set of prototypes, typifying the sample data.
Given a stochastic system, which may be in any one of a number of states, it is possible
to represent the system as a graphical structure in which the nodes correspond to the states
and the (directed) edges to the probability of moving from one state to another, or of
remaining in the same state. One the simplest forms of this is a Markov chain, where the
model may only stay in the same state, or move into the next state. Other models roughly
in ascending order of complexity are; Markov models, 2nd order Markov models, 0 th
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order Markov models, variable length Markov models, hidden Markov models, Bayesian
networks, and probabilistic graphical models, which encompass all of the above.
A Markov model can be represented as a graphical structure in which a network of
states is formed, connected by edges corresponding to transition probabilities of moving
from one state to another. In a rst order Markov model, the state transitions are dependent
only on the current state of the system. A transition matrix of the probabilities of moving
from one state to another may be estimated by the frequencies of the event being observed
in training data. Second order Markov models depend not only on the current state of the
system, but also on the previous state. Graphically, this can be represented as each node
being made up of the set of compounded states at the previous and current time step.
Markov models of the 0 th order are formed by creating meta-states which represent
the system at the previous 0 time steps. Probabilities of moving from one meta-state to
another may be estimated from the frequencies of the event being observed in training
data, however, since incorporating this temporal ‘memory’ aspect, the number of meta-
states grows rapidly and vast quantities of data are necessary to train the model in order
for it to be representative of the system. Figure 2.7 illustrates directed graphs of a system
with only two states A and B. The number of meta-states equals the number of states
raised to the power 0 .
A,A,A A,A,B
B,A,A
BA
A,A A,B
B,A B,B
A,B,A
B,A,B
B,B,A B,B,B
A,B,B
First Order Markov Model
Second Order Markov Model Third Order Markov Model
Figure 2.7: Markov models of the rst, second and third order are shown on a system
with only two states A and B. As the order of the Markov model increases the number of
meta-states and possible transitions grows rapidly.
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Two methods have been developed to overcome this problem. Variable length Markov
models (VLMMs) allow for a variable length memory to be encoded into the model [31].
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are rst order Markov models which have been extended
by introducing a set of hidden states, which are probabilistically linked to the observable
states. The topology of HMMs can encode higher order dependencies, and are commonly
employed in speech recognition applications [83].
Probabilistic graphical models can be used to represent sequentially changing systems.
These can be represented by Bayesian networks (BN) [16,42,73] and provide a framework
in which many commonly used statistical methods can be formulated, such as mixture
models, HMMs, and Kalman lters. Bayesian networks are sometimes called Bayesian
belief networks (BBN) since the Bayesian concept is to allow an existing belief to be
altered in light of new evidence. Bayes’ rule 12435 678ﬀ96:3;'$+43<>=(?67@ is used
for inference in Bayesian networks, which allows the prior estimates to be continually
revised given new observations. In a generic sense, Bayesian networks can be used in
situations for relating a set of inputs to a set of outputs.
Emergent global behaviour can be observed in a system governed by local interaction
rules. Reynolds [88] demonstrates an agent-based approach to modelling the dynamics of
a ock of birds for computer animation. The ock is represented as a set of boids (agents)
each of which has the same simple rule set: to avoid collision, to match velocity, and to
stay close to nearby boids. These simple interactions between boids produces a realistic
simulated ocking behaviour.
Agent-based approaches have also been employed in the surveillance domain. Re-
magnino [86] uses a Bayesian network to model the behaviour of pedestrians and vehicles
in a scene. A behaviour agent is used to provide a textual description of dynamic scene ac-
tivity. Interactions at the object and inter-object (close proximity) level are demonstrated
in a carpark surveillance application. Pedow [115, 116] aims to model the movements
of pedestrians on a street, and learn how they interact when a change in the environment
layout occurs, leading to the use of microsimulation models to assess the impact of layout
changes before they are implemented in the real world. Fernyhough [29] builds qual-
itative event models using qualitative spatial reasoning to identify interactions between
two moving vehicles, allowing the events that occur to be described in a natural language
description.
Recognition of activities has also been an area of signicant interest for computer
vision researchers. It is not the subject of this thesis, as the aim is to model the behaviour
of the sports players, rather than to recognise any pre-dened actions they may perform,
however it is of such a similar nature that several projects are worthy of discussion.
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VIGOUR [94] is a computer vision system for tracking and recognising the ac-
tions/gestures of people for visually mediated interactions; recognising simple move-
ments like waving and pointing to transfer the focus of the system (and camera) from
one person to another. Skin colour and motion are used as a basis for tracking, and a
vector representing a trajectory of features in successive frames is analysed and matched
to a set of novel gestures learned from training sequences.
Bowden [13] applies a HMM-like approach for modelling the transitions between
states in the application of tracking nger spelt American sign language (ASL). A dis-
crete PDF for transitions between states (letters) in the English language can be created
and incorporated in a Markov model for transitions between clusters in a shape model
feature space, creating a hidden Markov model. This is used within a CONDENSATION
tracking scheme, and improves the tracker’s performance and reduces the number of sam-
ples needed to propagate the various hypotheses as to the shape of the hand for tracking
at the next time instant.
Visual surveillance of pedestrians is of particular interest for computer vision re-
searchers. Applications have ranged from identifying atypical behaviour in car park
scenes [72] to using HMMs and coupled HMMs to recognise pedestrian’s interactions
[77]. Recognition of human movement through the use of motion history images, which
encode a temporal aspect in addition to spatial motion, produces vivid temporal templates
of current and past movements [10]. Matching these templates allows movements such
as sitting or standing to be identied, and has been demonstrated to discriminate between
18 aerobic exercises.
2.9 Summary
This chapter has reviewed work in the computer vision and behaviour modelling domain,
and discussed its relevance to the task in question: tracking and modelling team game
interactions.
The ultimate goal would be to track robustly the players of sports games and to learn
their behaviour. Having created a behaviour model, this could be used to improve the
performance of the multiple object tracking system, by governing the expected dynamics
of the players. A vicious circle exists: a robust tracker is needed to collect data in order
to create a behaviour model and a behaviour model is needed in order to create a robust
multi-object tracker.
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Tracking multiple objects
This chapter presents a framework for multi-object tracking, using a CONDENSATION
based approach. Each player being tracked is independently tted to a model, and the
sampling probability for the group of samples is calculated as a function of the tness
score of each player. This function rewards consistently good scores, but punishes a
group of some very good and some very bad tness scores. Ground plane information
is used throughout, and the predictive stage of the algorithm is improved to incorporate
estimates of position from Kalman lters. This helps group the estimated positions of
each player, and to aid in tracking through occlusions.
Figure 3.1: Example footage of soccer players.
The aim of this work is to produce a tracker which will automatically track sports
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players, and identify their real world positions for positional behaviour analysis, as op-
posed to recognising whether they are running, kicking the ball, or involved in a set play.
The precision requirements for behaviour modelling would ideally aim for as detailed
positional information as possible. Considering the size of the domain (typically 18 $
32 metres) and the space that a player can occupy it is sensible to aim to be accurate to
within 1m of the player, and data less accurate than this can be considered as of little use
for behaviour modelling.
3.1 Theoretical aspects
3.1.1 Image perspective
Tracking multiple objects through busy cluttered scenes remains a challenging problem.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical scene from an indoor 5-a-side soccer game. All the action is
constrained to the pitch, however the perspective of the image highlights several issues.
The size of the pitch (18 $ 32 metres) means that the resolution of an image of the game
varies greatly between the nearest and the furthest parts of the pitch. Analysis reveals that
in a typical image (e.g., Figure 3.1 which is 320 $ 240 pixels in size), if two vertically
adjacent pixels on the image plane are projected onto the ground plane, then pixels in
the nearest part of the image are 3cm apart, whereas those in the far goal mouth are over
45cm apart. In the area of the image representing the nearest part of the pitch, 3 metres
of ground plane covers 72 pixels, compared with only 8 pixels at the far end of the pitch.
Figure 3.2 illustrates this perspective effect over the pitch, which is covered in equal sized
two metre squares.
Figure 3.2: Perspective effects on a chequerboard pitch.
This emphasises the importance of considering the depth information in the image. It
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becomes important for the tracking to be performed using the ground plane coordinates,
which take into account the amount of ground that a player is physically able to cover
over time. The corresponding distance in image pixels varies greatly over the image.
Knowledge of the players’ position on the ground plane aids with resolving occlusions,
particularly in scenes from such a perspective view, since often one player occludes part
of another player when they are more than a metre away from each other, as shown in
Figure 3.3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Examples of soccer players occluding each other. (a) Three pairs of players
causing occlusion. (b) The group of three players in the centre looks very much like a
group of only two. (c) The player in white occludes the bottom half of player 10, who in
turn hides almost all of another player, except for his head and an arm.
The main feature of interest of a player is the position of the feet, which is why this is
used instead of the players’ centroid, and it is this position which we wish to determine
with the greatest accuracy for use when modelling the players’ behaviour in future work.
It is assumed that the players’ feet are in contact with the oor when calculating their
world position from the image. Later in this thesis, issues with how well a computer vision
system, or indeed a human, is able to locate the position of a player are discussed. Players’
shapes vary greatly (to be discussed in Section 3.1.4) and every method for identifying
the ‘true’ position of a player must have some tolerance in its estimate.
3.1.2 Image transformation
In this chapter a straightforward image plane to ground plane transformation (2D to 2D)
is used to determine where the players are on the ground plane from where they appear on
the image. Four pairs of corresponding points on the image and known real world ground
plane points are used to construct the AB$CA transformation matrices. In later chapters, the
more sophisticated approach of camera calibration is used to calibrate the image, which
allows transformations between 2D image coordinates and 3D world coordinates (Section
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6.2).
To be able to transform from one set of coordinates to the other, an image plane to
ground plane (IPTOGP) transformation and a ground plane to image plane (GPTOIP)
need to be calculated. For this, a projective transformation is used. Details of the fun-
damentals of projective geometry, what a projective transformation is, and proof of the
uniqueness of the projective transform between two quadrangles in DE are presented in
Appendix B. The method presented is adapted from [17] and in depth coverage of geom-
etry for computer vision can be found in [38].
The image plane is calibrated by identifying the image coordinates of four known real
world points, which lie on the ground plane. This provides two quadrangles (a quadrangle
is a set of 4 distinct points in D, , no 3 of which are collinear). Thus for each ground plane
point 9FHGIKJGL there is a corresponding image plane coordinate ?MNGOIKPQG9 for ;ﬂRSI"-"-)-)IKT .
Each of these coordinates can be written as a projective point UG , 9FHGIVJ G9WYX 1 FHGIKJGI"R#@ .
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The projective transformation matrix q G t for a point vnYDw to the image plane can be
found in the same way. Now the IPTOGP matrix can be calculated as:
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and the GPTOIP matrix is the inverse of this
qsr?tZxzy
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 {
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(3.5)
Thus, we have a projective transformation }~\D\ Dw-5}E12B@'1 q G tZxzyOr?t B@ from the
image to the world coordinate system (and }
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from world to image). Since the 2D image
coordinates lie on a plane, as do the 2D world coordinates, to transform an image point
?M,IKP it must be represented in D, as 12M,IKPaI"R)@ , and projected to:
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Now 1 FagIKJigI j g@nDw represents a line in  [ . The intersection of this line (thought of as
a ray) with the ground plane must now be calculated. The world point 9F,IKJ W in Dw is
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. The same procedure must be applied when transforming
world points to image points.
3.1.3 Image segmentation
There are many possible approaches to image segmentation, as discussed in Section 2.1,
which work to varying degrees of success, often related to their computational cost. Many
of these were tried on video streams from a soccer game, and suffered from a range of
problems, notably:
 those with a temporal aspect [3] struggle to cope with both fast moving players and
those who remain stationary for a period of time. Both scenarios are common in
the sports domain.
 those with a per-pixel model [71] produced a segmented image, but were very sen-
sitive to camera jitter.
Thus a novel efcient scheme for producing a well segmented foreground image in this
situation is developed. This section details the methods employed.
A foreground and a background PCA model are created. Each pixel in an image is
then compared to these models and assigned a probability of being foreground. The fore-
ground (and background) model in HSI space is built ofine from a sample of pixels from
regions of the images identied as being foreground (background respectively) before
tracking begins. In each model a cluster is formed. The single cluster for each model is
used to represent the entire image as opposed having a model for each individual pixel.
This allows an example pixel to be compared to each cluster centre. The Mahalanobis
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distance of an example from a centre can be calculated. (The Mahalanobis distance is the
Euclidean distance when transformed to an eigen-space.) HSI space is used because the
separation between the foreground and background clusters is greater in this space than
in other possible spaces such as RGB, or chromicity values.
For each pixel in an image, a probability of being foreground can be assigned. This
is given by the likelihood that the pixel belongs to the foreground or background and is
calculated:

4ﬃQ(Q8=4h'& (3.7)
where i and h are the Mahalanobis distance of the pixel from the respective cluster
centres. This creates a noisy image, with player regions being fragmented, particularly
the players’ legs. Segmentation is improved by performing probabilistic relaxation on the
image using
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and choosing  such that a pixel is able to change from foreground to background (or vice-
versa) after a suitable number of applications of the relaxation. Using 3 applications of the
probabilistic relaxation with  = 0.2 is judged to produce a well segmented foreground.
The players’ shapes in Figure 3.4 are extracted using this scheme. There is still a quantity
of noise in the foreground image, which will be investigated later in the thesis, when the
segmentation becomes more important to the shape tting functions utilised.
Figure 3.4: The variation in shape of soccer players.
3.1.4 Shape models
During the course of a game, sports players take on a wide variety of shapes. Players
perform a wide range of activities. They often stand still, run towards the camera, across
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the pitch, wave their arms in the air, and kick the ball, to name just a few. Their silhouettes
therefore also take on a wide variety of shapes.
In this chapter, a very simplistic approach is taken to shape modelling. A bounding
box is tted to each silhouette. How well the bounding box ts the image data is evaluated
by nding the proportion of pixels in the box which have been classied as foreground
during image segmentation. A more complex model could be used if information about
the players’ pose and orientation was the aim. The purpose of tracking the sports players
is for analysis of their movements and positional behaviours, thus the most important
feature is their feet.
In Chapter 4 complex shape models are discussed. Contour models are investigated
on images of soccer players, and a novel shape descriptor is devised, which is employed
in Chapter 6.
3.2 Multiple object tracking
The aim is for a tracker of multiple objects, as opposed to multiple trackers of objects.
Multiple CONDENSATION trackers have the aw that they each tend to coalesce towards
the best tting target, rather than each target in the scene.
propagate
& predict
evaluate
Figure 3.5: A single object CONDENSATION tracker.
A single CONDENSATION tracker can be explained well by considering Figure 3.5.
If we have many estimates (samples) of where an object may be, and at each position
evaluate using some method (to be discussed later) how well the object ts a model, a
PDF can be created, which is shown graphically on the left-hand side of Figure 3.5 (where
larger circles indicate a greater likelihood of the target being at the central position).
Next a number of samples is taken from this distribution, and each has some predictive
dynamics applied to it. This results in a new set of positions for the samples, which are
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evaluated again, to form a new PDF for use at the next time step.
The framework for multiple object tracking being introduced rstly shows the struc-
ture of the samples, and how they make up samplesets. Then the propagation of the
samplesets, the application of the predictive dynamics, and the evaluation of the tness of
the samples to the image information are discussed.
3.2.1 Structure
Multi-object tracking adds an extra level to the structure of the algorithms. Here, a sample
represents an instance of a player, a sampleset represents a collection of samples (players
being tracked) at an instance, and a supersampleset represents a collection of samplesets.
It is the contact point of the players’ feet with the oor that we wish to identify with
the greatest accuracy. Image coordinates ?M,IKP can be used to represent the position of the
players’ contact point with the oor; calibrating the image plane allows image points to
be projected to ground plane (world) coordinates. In this work, ground plane coordinates
9F,IVJ¥ are used throughout the computations, with image positions calculated from these.
(u,v) on the image
(x,y) when projected
on the ground plane
h
height
w width
Figure 3.6: Sample representation of target player.
To calculate a bounding box for a player, rst the single world point is projected
onto the image plane to a point ?M,IKP ; next a bounding box of width ½ and height ¾ is
constructed, assuming that this point is the midpoint of the base of the bounding box.
On creation, an identication number, O , is included for use in determining the player to
which trajectories belong. Thus each player can be represented as
¿
À9F,IKJuIÁ¾IK½;IVi (3.10)
Let ¿
x
G be an instance of a sample at time ! . A sampleset Â
x¡Ã
can be formed, which
consists of an instance of each different object being tracked, along with a corresponding
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where 0 Ã is the number of objects in the sampleset Â x Ã .
A ‘supersampleset’ Ç
x
È4Â
x
 
IKÂ
x
ÉI"-"-)-)IZÂ
xLÊ
 is created to store each of these sample-
sets, where  is the predened number of samples used in the CONDENSATION algorithm.
supersampleset samplesets samples
Figure 3.7: The hierarchical structure of the supersamplesets, samplesets and samples.
3.2.2 Propagation
The samplesets within the supersampleset are propagated in the usual way (as in Figure
3.5), that is  samplesets, Â g x , are generated from  4Â x  Ë x  at each time step, where Ë x is
foreground image probability data, i.e., Â"g
x
is drawn randomly from  4Â
x
 Ë
x
 . Then Â#g
x¡Ì
  is
drawn randomly from  4Â
x¡Ì
 
 Â
x
ﬀÂ#g
x
 and Ä
x¡Ì
  is calculated as  ?Ë
x¡Ì
 
:Â
x¡Ì
 
.Â#g
x¡Ì
 
 .
The probabilities are assigned by rescaling the weights assigned to each sampleset
from a tness function which assesses how well each bounding box ts its target (see
Section 3.2.4). The sampleset with the highest sampling probability is used as the ‘best’
sampleset for representing the players.
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3.2.3 Predictive dynamics
A simple model to use to predict each sampleset Â
xzÃ
nÍÇ
x
from Â
x
{
 
Ã
nÍÇ
x
{
  is:
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for ÓÒhR(I"-"-"-#IK0 Ã"Ô , and where Î

and Î
ÖÕØ×

f
IVÙ
 
 with Ù   typically in the region
of 100mm, given that the maximum distance on the ground plane that a sports player
will move will be in the order of A(Ù   (300mm per ÚSµ
x
Ð
of a second). This allows for
the tracking of a player who moves at a speed of Û-µÜ5
{
 
. Velocity information of the
players could be incorporated at this stage, however the nature of the sport often involves
the players making sharp, sudden changes of direction, which may mislead a tracker
dependent upon velocity information.
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of changes in bounding box size of players from one frame to the
next. Created from a hand marked-up set of bounding boxes of 6 players over 400 frames.
Due to the rapid change in shape of a player that can occur when they raise arms to
attract attention, or open stride when running, the height and width of the bounding box
must be allowed to react quickly to this change, thus adding Gaussian noise to the height
and width with Î Ð and ÎÑ
Õﬀ×

f
IKÙ

 with Ù

oÚ pixels allows such a change. Empiri-
cal evidence of the changes in bounding box size, through manual mark-up of bounding
boxes on example footage, conrm that this is a reasonable variation to allow. On a set of
400 marked-up bounding boxes around players the mean variation from frame to frame
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was found to be 0.0 with a standard deviation of 2.4. The distribution of the changes
in bounding box size is illustrated in Figure 3.8, and approximates a bell-shaped curve,
which characterises Normally distributed data. Doing this has the drawback that the sam-
ples in a sampleset may no longer each correspond to different players, for example, when
one sample locks to another target in close proximity, which is already being tracked.
3.2.4 Evaluation
In this chapter, a very simple tness function is used to evaluate how well the samples t
the image data. Models used in later work are described in Section 4.2. Here the tness
score for a player (sample) is evaluated as the average value of the probability foreground
image within the bounding box.
If the tness score for each player sample within a particular sampleset is similar, then
the overall score for the sampleset is increased (rewarded). If one or more of the samples
is a poor t, then the overall score is reduced (punished). This aims to aid the propagation
of the samplesets with the best overall t of the 0 Ã objects, but not those for which one or
more objects t very well, when there are some that don’t t well at all.
These weightings of the samplesets are then normalised to create a probability density
function, which is then sampled for propagation of the ‘better’ samplesets to the next time
step.
3.3 Improving with Kalman filtering
Altering the predictive step of the CONDENSATION algorithm can prevent the samples
from straying too far from the other samples representing the same target. The position
of a player on the ground plane can be predicted for the next time step, given previous
states. Here, 0 Ã Kalman lters are used, one for each player. They are updated using the
observed value of the position of each player (sample) in the ‘best’ sampleset.
Kalman lters are being used because they address the problem of estimating the
position ¿Ý LF,IKJ¥Þnk of the player at the next discrete time step. A simple linear
stochastic difference equation governs this process
¿
x

¿
x
{
 
&Ïß
x
{
  (3.13)
with a measurement ànp  which directly relates to ¿ that is
à
x

¿wá
&¸â
x
{
  (3.14)
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The independent random variables ß
x
and â
x
represent the process and measurement
noise, and have Normal probability distributions

LßC
Õ×

f
I ã (3.15)

LâE
Õ%×

f
IVä5 (3.16)
Currently constant ã (process noise covariance) and ä (measurement noise covari-
ance) are used. However, in later work these are used to assess the certainty of the esti-
mates being made, which will improve the ‘trust’ in the estimate of the player’s position
from the Kalman lter, compared to the observation à from the image, when resolving
occlusions. The process noise covariance, ã , reects the uncertainty of the location of
the player’s position within a bounding box, and is set to A fSf mm in the F and J direction,
since the position of the mid-point of the base of the bounding box is within A f(f mm of the
true location of the player. Due to the stochastic nature of the CONDENSATION algorithm
employed, and the fact that the Kalman lter is updated using only the player’s position
from the ‘best’ sampleset (which leads to the update observations being ‘jumpy’), the
measurement noise covariance matrix, ä , is chosen to be an order of magnitude greater
than ã . (The measurement noise covariance is discussed in more detail in Section 6.4).
Thus, the covariance matrices used are:
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At each time step, a Kalman estimate é¿wÝ ØQêF
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calculated, and each sampleset Â
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for 7ëÒhRSI"-"-)-)IK0 Ã"Ô , and the observed player positions à
x
from the ‘best’ sampleset are
used to update each discrete Kalman lter. This has the effect of grouping the samples
corresponding to each player within the CONDENSATION algorithm, since each sample
is drawn towards the predicted é¿wÝ for that player. This prevents the samples for a player
splitting up into two or more groups, which might have allowed the ‘best’ sample for a
player to jump between the groups, or lock onto a different player instead.
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The use of velocity in the CONDENSATION algorithm was not explored as the main
issue with the initial approach appeared to be the spreading of samples over too large an
area. Observation of tracked footage revealed that the bounding boxes jumped often, as
the best hypothesis for a player’s location moved from one sample to another. A method
of keeping the samples in a closer group, whilst still supporting multiple hypotheses was
desired. Incorporating the Kalman lter, largely as smoothing lter, provided the desired
result. The predictive estimate of the player’s dynamic Kalman lter (with constant ve-
locity assumption) was used, as samples are evaluated at that time step.
3.4 Evaluation and results
Considering the implications of Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 there is probably a limited area
of the ground plane for which the comparison of differences in ground plane positions
is valid, since on parts of the image neighbouring pixels are almost half a metre apart.
Also using the assumption that the players’ position is at the midpoint of the base of the
bounding box may not be valid when considering asymmetric shapes, for example when a
player leans to one side. However, here it is assumed these are usable enough to be valid.
In order to evaluate the tracking, the true ground plane positions of the players need
to be determined. A sequence was independently hand marked-up 4 times, and analysis
of each resulting trajectory with each of the other trajectories has been performed. Figure
3.9(a) shows the trajectories of a single footballer over 835 frames. Figure 3.9(b) shows
the distribution of the Euclidean differences between each trajectory, which were calcu-
lated as the distance between two players’ positions at each time step. Analysis of the
six pairwise permutations of the four hand-tracked trajectories shows a mean difference
of 312.2 mm between positions, a standard deviation of 239.7 mm, and a mode between
200 and 300 mm. Thus, it is reasonable to take the mean of four hand marked-up trajec-
tories as the ‘true’ trajectory of the player, to which automatically tracked trajectories are
compared.
For the modelling of sports players’ behaviour, zero error in players’ positions would
be ideal, although given the variability in human performance, an error of up to 0.5 m
might be regarded as acceptable in hand-tracked data. It is expected that data will be
usable for behaviour analysis if it is within 1 m of true position, so trajectories will be
regarded as acceptable if they are within 1 m of the mean hand-tracked position.
Tracking has been performed on a short sequence of indoor 5-a-side football; four
players were tracked in the sequence. Firstly, the tracking was performed using the multi-
target CONDENSATION described in Section 3.2, using N = 1000 samples, which resulted
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Figure 3.9: (a) Four independent hand-tracked trajectories of the same soccer player over
835 frames, every fth frame. (b) Euclidean difference between player position, in the six
pairwise permutations of the four hand-tracked trajectories.
in the position of the player being allowed to jump around as multiple hypotheses of
each player were propagated. Samples were observed switching targets from frame to
frame, and not consistently locking onto a specic target. Comparing the trajectories
to hand marked-up trajectories revealed a mean error of 2.5 metres for this imperfect
system, shown in Figure 3.10(a). The system is not particularly sensitive to the number
of samples used. With many more samples ¼R fSf(fì p the system performs the same,
only slower, and it performs less well with considerably fewer samples. [Importance
sampling (ICONDENSATION [48]) which allows the unication of low- and high-level
tracking methods, using fewer samples to increase speed, would not be of use here, since
no high-level shape- or contour-based tracking method is being employed. (This may
be of more use to increase tracking speed in Chapter 6, although the shape descriptor
developed in Chapter 4 is still relatively low-level)].
The tracking was performed again after the Kalman ltering extension improvements
detailed in Section 3.3. This time, the samples locked onto the four players much better,
without swapping players, or having multiple samples tracking a single player. This re-
duced the mean error in the positions to 1.16 metres, and the modal value to below 400
mm. Figure 3.10(a) shows the error distances, and highlights the improvement in the new
tracking system. Figure 3.10(b) shows close up how noisy the trajectories are, indicating
that applying an additional smoothing lter to the trajectories after tracking is complete
would produce better results.
Figure 3.11 displays the trajectories obtained for both tracking schemes, alongside
the hand marked-up trajectories. The bounding boxes marking the tracked players are
illustrated in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Reduction in the size of the Euclidean error of the tracked footballers
on the ground plane after the improvements over 40 frames, compared to the same hand-
tracked sequence. (b) Comparison of trajectories of soccer players. The solid line rep-
resents the automatically tracked player. The dashed line represents the hand tracked
player.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of trajectories of soccer players over 40 frames.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a novel framework for multi-object tracking. The initial
scheme gave 28% of the tracking as usable. With the improvements, 56% of the trajecto-
ries are within a metre of the hand marked-up trajectory, and hence usable for behaviour
modelling. The errors in the tracker are characterised by the bounding box not tting to
the feet well enough, whilst player tracking is maintained.
Areas for further study identied in this chapter are: improving the tness function,
resolving occlusions, and positional tracker evaluation. The development of a shape
model/descriptor for use in evaluating the tness function within the tracking scheme
should improve the localisation of the players. Multiple cameras should assist in resolv-
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ing occlusion, since they would provide additional information. Positional tracker eval-
uation should be able to provide more useful information than a simple mean, allowing
an insight into how the system is performing. These issues are addressed in the coming
chapters.
Figure 3.12: Example tracked footage of soccer players, frames 30,40,50,60.
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Feature description
Feature description methods in computer vision are used for a variety of tasks. Being able
to describe object’s features or characteristics allows them to be categorised or recognised.
The comparison of two or more objects can identify how similar or different they are.
Describing the features of a sports player is not a trivial task. Sports players’ poses and
shapes vary enormously. Creating a description to capture the range of congurations of
a player’s pose is explored in this chapter.
Predict and sample tracking schemes (such as CONDENSATION) are only as powerful
as the tness function used to evaluate how well a sample represents the target object.
This chapter focuses on methods that can be used to characterise the shape or features of
a target object. Firstly, experiments with B-spline contour models trained on pedestrians
and on soccer players are performed. Secondly, a new multi-resolution kernel to locate
soccer players is presented; template matching is introduced, followed by an overview
of the kernel method and three possible schemes in which it could be used. Following
the implementation details for these schemes, evaluation of the schemes is performed.
Further evaluation is then performed in depth on an example test image of a soccer game
to highlight the properties of the multi-resolution templates.
The nal section in this chapter applies the multi-resolution template method devel-
oped to sequences of pedestrians walking demonstrating its effectiveness in a different
domain and in addition showing the potential use in behaviour modelling: through tem-
poral analysis of pose transitions in a Markov model.
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4.1 Contour methods for shape description
Contour based tracking methods are commonly used to model the shape of similar target
objects, such as resistors [20, 21], where a point distribution model (PDM) or spline is
tted to a set of landmark points on the outline of the target object. The ‘Leeds People
Tracker’ (LPT) of Baumberg [3,4] employs a B-spline model trained from a set of exam-
ple segmented pedestrians. The top of each pedestrian’s head is identied in the image,
and control points evenly spread around the contour. The tracker performs well at nding
the contours of similarly shaped people, for example successfully tracking pedestrians in
outdoor car parks.
Figure 4.1: Examples of tracking soccer players with Baumberg’s pedestrian B-spline
model. The spline struggles to accurately t to the soccer players outlines, due to the
opening of arms or legs.
Figure 4.2: Examples of tracking soccer players with the B-spline soccer model. The
broader spline ts closer to the players’ shapes, yet still misses feet and arms.
As a starting point for investigating contour shape models in the sports domain, the
Leeds People Tracker is used. Firstly, the tracker is used to track soccer players using the
pedestrian shape model, then a new shape model is learned to model the shape of soccer
players. Figure 4.1 shows the LPT tracking soccer players with the pedestrian spline
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model, which can be compared to Figure 4.2 showing the LPT adapted to use a spline
model trained from segmented examples of soccer players.
The soccer model allows for a greater variation in the player’s shape. Generally the
spline is wider, the major mode of variation is in the separation of the players legs, then
the overall width change, followed by the third and fourth major modes of variation being
the dropping of the player’s left and right shoulders, capturing the players’ running mo-
tion. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show close-ups of the pedestrian and soccer B-spline models,
respectively, tted to the image data. Both of the models struggle to capture the players’
arms. The soccer model captures the pose where the players’ legs are wide apart more
successfully, however both tend to ‘ride up’ the soccer players’ images, missing the feet.
Figure 4.3: Examples of Baumberg’s pedestrian B-spline model tted to soccer players.
Figure 4.4: Examples of the B-spline soccer model tted to soccer players.
The soccer shape model makes a small (and rather disappointing) improvement to the
performance of the pedestrian tracker on soccer footage. The spline model is unable to
adjust sufciently to t to the varied shapes of the soccer players. It may have been possi-
ble to incorporate a spatiotemporal model [5] to increase the success of tting the splines
to the players in the images. This may have helped to deal with the issues of modelling a
player’s shape when their arms are open, or legs wide apart. However, this approach was
not followed further, since the systems’ parameters are extensive and difcult to ‘tweak’
to cope with the range of conditions present, for example in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 ‘ghost’
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players can be seen; the tracker tracks a non-existent player, due to the fact that a player
has been stationary in that position in a large number of preceding frames has been incor-
porated into the background model.
4.2 A multi-resolution people finding kernel
This section describes a landmark-independent scheme for use as the tness function
within the CONDENSATION based tracking of football players. The underlying principles
of template matching are introduced, an overview of the approach to creating a set of
templates to represent the target objects is presented, and details of the implementation
are described.
4.2.1 Introduction to template matching
It is possible to tailor a convolution mask (template) to identify a specic feature. In-
tuitively the best (highest) response from the convolution of a mask with an image will
be where large image values are multiplied by large mask values. Convolution masks
which sum to one smooth the image and lter out noise. Convolution masks which sum
to zero (hence also having a mean value of zero,) suppress the effects of varying levels
of illumination in the rst order [22, p246].
To detect vertical single pixel width high intensity lines in an image, a convolution
mask could be formed by taking a relevant section of the image. For example, taking a
suitable image patch:
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Convolving this mask with the image will highlight thin vertical lines. Mask 1 looks
solely at how well the data ts a vertical single pixel width line.
Creating a template which distinguishes between vertical single pixel width lines and
other image features involves looking also at how well the mask does not t the data. This
can be expressed by forming a mask which sums to zero. The template associated with
Mask 1 would be:
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Each entry in this template is calculated by subtracting
 
í from the value of the entry
in Mask 1. This makes the sum of the entries zero. This method can be used to create
templates of any size. For example to create an Üî$0 template, an Üï$0 image patch of
the desired feature must be obtained. These values must be normalised so that the entries
in the mask sum to one, and nally
 
ð
Å
must be taken from each entry, ensuring the entries
sum to zero.
Table 4.1 shows the effect of applying the two masks to a selection of four possible
image patches. The rst mask incorrectly indicates that the rst high intensity image
patch is as much like a vertical single pixel width line as the second image patch which
is actually a vertical single pixel width line. The second mask eliminates this problem by
also taking into account how well the mask doesn’t t the data. The last two columns in
the table show the results of convolving the masks with a horizontal single pixel width
high intensity line, and with a vertical single pixel width low intensity line.
image
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Table 4.1: Identifying vertical single pixel lines using convolution masks on example
image patches.
4.2.2 Overview of the approach
A template matching approach is employed since it is a more sophisticated way of ac-
curately identifying the location of the footballers. The previous approach of tting a
bounding box to regions of high probability foreground, often had the effect of chopping
off the players legs, which are harder to identify as foreground. The multi-resolution
people-nding kernel reduces this problem. Throughout this section the word ‘kernel’ is
used to mean ‘template represented as a convolution mask’.
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The method employed here to determine the tness of a bounding box on the image
to a player is analogous to convolving the portion of the image within the bounding box
with a pre-determined kernel, which represents a player. However, the image within
the bounding box must be scaled to be of the same resolution as the kernel it is being
convolved with. The variation in size (in image pixels) of the players is illustrated in
Figure 4.5, and is due to the perspective effects, since the players are different distances
away from the camera (similarly, the kernel could be interpolated instead).
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the difference in pixel sizes of players. Note the player in the
white top who appears as the same pixel size superimposed on the near-right, indicated
by the arrow. On the right, two players are extracted and enlarged from the image, main-
taining the same proportional difference in size.
Once we have created a training set of bounding boxes containing players, there are
several approaches that we could take:
A From this set, create a model of ‘player boxes’ (for example using PCA), and from
this model generate an example kernel to test against the image example within the
bounding box (selecting examples which are less than a Mahalanobis distance of 3
from the mean). Used within the stochastic sampling of the CONDENSATION based
scheme this is a sensible approach.
B From this set, choose one example kernel (from the training set) to test against the
image example within the bounding box. This doesn’t allow for anything not in the
training set to be generated.
C Cluster this data, and select a number of exemplar kernels to use to test against
the image example within the bounding box, testing each one, and taking the best
result.
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4.2.3 Implementation
An ofine model of a player is computed from data obtained from a set of (120) hand
annotated bounding boxes containing players.
A colour foreground/background model is used to extract the players, which assigns
to each pixel a probability of being foreground (belonging to a player). The monochrome
‘foreground probability image’ within the bounding box of a player, of size ½ $ ¾ , is
scaled down so that the resolution becomes ñ$ ò , by sub-sampling using a Gaussian
window function. This removes the obstacle of the differences in scale between players
close to the camera, and those further away. This image can now be represented by ó ,
an ñ¹$ ò vector, such that ó Ã equals the value of the foreground probability at pixel ô
(for ôÞÀRSI)-"-"-õIZñhò ). A normalised feature vector, ö , of length ñhò can be created by taking
ö
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Figure 4.6: Sub-sampled images (10x12 pixels) of soccer players.
This normalised feature vector ö may be represented as a kernel ß with ß Ã ö Ã ·
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
.
The image region within the bounding box may now be evaluated by convolving with the
kernel ß . The test vector ó represents the sub-sampled (scaled down) image information
from the test image within the bounding box. Calculating
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of kernel ß to the image region represented by ó . The reasoning behind this approach is
explained in Section 4.2.1.
For the rst approach (A), the tness function of an individual player is evaluated
by generating an example ß (from an eigen-model of kernel templates of players created
from the training data) and calculating    Ã   ß Ã ó Ã .
The second approach (B) involves selecting a ß from the training set and calculating

 

Ã
 
ß
Ã
ó
Ã
.
For the third approach (C) it is noted that the footballers are often in different poses,
and that the entire training set may be well represented by a small number of exemplars.
Firstly, we must identify how many clusters it is sensible to use to represent this data. The
data is clustered using the k-means algorithm (using various runs, and choosing the best
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one, i.e. the clustering with the lowest cost function), and Figure 4.7 shows the cost of
the k-means clustering against the number of clusters. This is used to choose how many
clusters to use. The gradient of the graph begins to become less steep at around the value
5, indicating that incorporating more clusters gains less of a decrease in k-means cost (the
RMS distance from each vector to the closest cluster centre), which approaches zero as
more clusters are used. Thus ve clusters are chosen to represent the data.
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Figure 4.7: From this graph of the k-means cost against the number of clusters, a value
of ve clusters was chosen, as the point where the gradient of the graph starts to become
less steep.
The data clustered is the normalised and shifted ‘kernel style’ data, along with the
additional condition that ß Ã is clipped below
 
 

, i.e. ß Ã
 
 

. Without this nal condition,
the cluster centres are found not to represent the data very well, since they are distorted
by a few large values, where an example image had few high intensity pixels and many
low intensity pixels. With this condition, the cluster centres look plausible (Figure 4.8).
0 1 2 3 4
Figure 4.8: The ve footballer template kernels.
Five clusters are chosen to represent the various poses, and ve templates 
 
I"-)-"-)I	Z
are created to represent the feature vectors at the centre of the clusters. For each template,
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
 

Ã
 

G
Ã
ó
Ã is calculated, and the largest of these is chosen as the tness for the player. In
each case above the tness score is set to zero if it is negative (since it is more unlike the
model than like it), leaving all tness values in the range [0,1].
4.2.4 Evaluation
This section evaluates the three methods for applying a multi-resolution kernel as in-
troduced in Section 4.2.2. The evaluation is undertaken in two parts. Firstly, the three
methods (A, B & C) are compared. Secondly, the robustness of locating a suitable bound-
ing box around a player is demonstrated on a single test image for the preferred method
chosen in the rst half of the evaluation.
The three suggested approaches for incorporating the multi-resolution convolution
kernel based method into a tracking system were:
A PCA model. Generate an example from the model.
B An example. Randomly choose an example from the training set.
C Five Exemplars. Cluster training set into exemplars and apply each one.
Each of these approaches is tested on a set of (124) positive examples of bounding boxes
well-centred on a player (Figure 4.9) and also on a set of (98) negative examples of bound-
ing boxes not well-centred on a player (Figure 4.10). For each approach the foreground
extracted image within the bounding box is sub-sampled to an 
5$ R f image, which is
then convolved with the kernels.
Figure 4.9: A sample from the set of positive examples of bounding boxes well-centred
on a player and corresponding foreground/background images.
The negative examples all feature a player, but have chopped off the player’s legs,
the right-hand side of the body, the player’s head, or are judged to be not well tting to
the player’s image. Ideally, comparing the difference between the means for the positive
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Figure 4.10: A sample from the set of negative examples of bounding boxes not well-
centred on a player and corresponding foreground/background images.
and negative examples for each method will identify the method for which the separation
between gaining a high response (for a positive example) from the kernel, and a poor
response (for a negative example) is greatest. All three methods give a very low response
(generally zero) when the bounding box is not near a player or contains only a fraction
of a player. Although this is an important property these trivial cases are not of interest
here and are not contained in the set of negative examples. Histograms of the results of
each method on the two sets are shown in Figure 4.11. Method B appears to perform less
well than A and C. This is to be expected, since the example chosen from the training set
may well be dissimilar to the test image it is applied to. Method A produces a reasonably
evenly spread set of responses for the positive examples, whereas method C produces
a negatively skewed distribution of responses, which is preferable for this application;
it is better not to gain as many low responses to positive examples. With regard to the
negative examples, method A has many more in the very low response region, compared
to method C, which can be explained since method C takes the best response for a set of
5 exemplars, one of which may gain a positive response.
Analysis of the means of the three methods on both sets of test images (Table 4.2)
shows that the difference between the means is small for method B. For both methods A
and C a similar separation between the means is observed, 0.100 and 0.089 respectively.
Method A B C
mean (and s.d.) of
positive examples
0.190 (0.081) 0.096 (0.056) 0.222 (0.068)
mean (and s.d.) of
negative examples
0.090 (0.091) 0.043 (0.056) 0.133 (0.101)
difference between
means
0.100 0.053 0.089
Table 4.2: Comparison of methods A, B, and C as a template tness function.
Following these observations it is decided to employ method C in the remainder of
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Figure 4.11: Graphs of the response of each of the methods A, B, and C on a set of positive
examples of bounding boxes well-centred on a player, and a set of negative examples of
bounding boxes not well-centred on a player.
this work. The advantage of this method over method B is clear. Over method A it has
the advantage that an example (which may not be representative of any of the training ex-
amples) from a PCA model does not need to be generated for each comparison. An added
advantage is that pose identication/categorisation may be possible, as is demonstrated in
Section 4.3.
For the second part of this section, a scene from a soccer game is used to demon-
strate the robustness of locating a suitable bounding box around a player. In particular,
the sensitivity of the bounding box is evaluated with respect to vertical positioning, hor-
izontal positioning, changes in width, changes in height, and changes in scale. Figure
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Figure 4.12: Example image from a soccer game with a corresponding foreground-
background image used in the analysis of templates’ tness on ‘Player 7’.
4.12 shows the image used, and also the foreground segmented from the background. It
is this monochrome image to which the templates are applied. As detailed in the previ-
ous section, the ve template kernels shown in Figure 4.8 are each convolved with the
image to gain a response which can be used as a fitness function in the CONDENSA-
TION tracking scheme. Inspection of the image reveals that ‘Player 7’ appears at position
9F,IVJ¥¼R
(TI"R
f
 with a bounding box of width A
 pixels and height ÛSµ pixels. This
bounding box is marked on Figure 4.13, and as in the previous chapter, the position 9F,IKJ
is taken as the mid-point of the base of the bounding box. Each bounding box is sub-
sampled to form a 
 $%R f image, to which the template kernels are applied. In addition
to evaluating method C, the performance of the method without the condition that all the
templates are clipped below
 


 
 

 is also discussed.
Ideally the tness function should peak at the value which most agrees with the
player’s position, should be piecewise continuous and give a small response away from
the player’s position. The degree of sharpness of the function, in the area surrounding the
peak will affect the performance when employed in a tracking scheme.
Figure 4.13 illustrates the shape of the templates’ response when the xed-size
4A
w$ÛSµS bounding box is translated horizontally across the image and when it is translated
vertically on the image. This demonstrates the sensitivity of the bounding box with re-
spect to vertical and horizontal positioning, respectively. The template responds strongly
when vertically centred over the player, however a strong response is also obtained when
the bounding box is 20 pixels higher on the image and it is chopping off the player’s legs
and covering some empty space above the player’s head. This is wrong. It may be ex-
pected that the lower third of the bounding box should contain mainly background (and
two thin legs as foreground), however the templates (Figure 4.8) learned from training
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Figure 4.13: Templates’ tness functions illustrating the sensitivity/robustness to vertical
and horizontal positioning of the bounding box around ‘Player 7’. Each graph lines up
with both images allowing analysis of the curve to be explained through comparison with
the relevant part of the image.
examples do not reect this; template 3 in particular has a large amount of foreground in
the lower third of the box which may be explained by this template representing exam-
ples of thin bounding boxes around stationary players without their arms sticking out. It
is hypothesised that a xed aspect ratio bounding box may solve this problem. It must
be noted that the clipped templates perform better than the unclipped templates in this
case. Figure 4.14 shows that the unclipped templates give a greater response 20 pixels
above, which is worse. Horizontally a narrower peaked function is observed. Close to the
player, the area slightly to the right receives a stronger response, due to the majority of the
player’s weight being on the right. A second, smaller peak is observed around FCR"T f as
a response to the legs of ‘Player 8’, and particularly the shadow cast by the player. This
area appears sensitive to lighting changes, due to the glare created by the bright overhead
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Figure 4.14: Templates’ tness functions illustrating the sensitivity/robustness to vertical
and horizontal positioning of the bounding box around ‘Player 7’ when the exemplar
kernels are not clipped below
 
 .
lighting. These peaks are narrower than in the unclipped template version (Figure 4.14)
and give a lower response when not well centred on a player.
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Figure 4.15: Analysis of templates’ tness with different width bounding boxes. The
function is insensitive to small changes in the width of the bounding box. (a) Showing a
suitable width of 38 pixels has been chosen. (b) Showing a preference for a narrower box
than the A
 pixel wide bounding box marked on Figure 4.13.
Variations in responses of the templates’ tness functions to changes in width and
height of the bounding box are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. In this
example, the tness function gives a larger response with a narrow bounding box, of
around half the width of the suggested A
 pixel wide box. By xing the location of
the player to ¼R
 T¥I"R f  and varying the height of the bounding box, the tness function
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Figure 4.16: Analysis of templates’ tness with different height bounding boxes. The
bounding box illustrated in Figure 4.13 is µ pixels high, which is at the peak of both
graphs.
shown in Figure 4.16 conrms that µ pixels is a suitable height for the bounding box (in
both versions of the templates).
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Figure 4.17: Analysis of templates’ tness with different scale bounding boxes (aspect
ratio preserved). (a) The templates agree with a scale factor of 1.0. (b) The unclipped
templates appear to prefer a smaller bounding box; chopping off the player’s head, and
horizontal extremities.
The nal evaluation investigates the robustness of scale when applying the templates
to subsampled players in differing sized bounding boxes. Fixing the 9F,IKJ position and
scaling the bounding box by a scale factor in the x and y directions preserves the aspect
ratio. The graph in Figure 4.17(a) peaks at approx 0.95 indicating an agreement in the
scale of the bounding box, whereas the unclipped version favours smaller bounding boxes.
This brief evaluation has demonstrated the performance of each of the three ap-
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proaches on a set of positive and negative examples, and identied the most appropriate
to use in further work. The robustness of method C has been shown on an example soc-
cer player in an example scene, as a demonstration of the shape of the distribution of the
tness function when the bounding box size or shape varies.
4.3 Kernel function for pedestrian pose analysis
This section examines the use of a multi-resolution kernel for analysis of the pattern of
movement through different poses of pedestrians walking, as a basis for demonstrating its
potential use in the more complex domain of sports players on a large sports pitch.
4.3.1 Training
To train a model eighteen training sequences of a pedestrian walking have been used (six
pedestrians, each appearing in three clips). In the clips (see Figure 4.18), the pedestrian
walks normally from right to left as viewed. A Grimson [99] background extraction
method is applied to the images, to produce a well segmented foreground image of the
pedestrian (Figure 4.18). There is little clutter in the scene, and the single pedestrian can
be easily tracked, identifying a suitable bounding box, which can be used for analysis.
In total 1206 frames of pedestrians in bounding boxes were identied, giving a large set
of pedestrian images to use. Only one target object is in the scene at each time. The
pedestrian can easily be extracted by tting a box around all foreground pixels which are
not classied as noise (i.e. with less than 3 neighbouring pixels also foreground).
Frame 110 Frame 100 Frame 90 Frame 80 Frame 70 Frame 60
Figure 4.18: Pedestrians: example footage, tracking and foreground extraction.
These bounding boxes are all of different sizes, which can make them hard to analyse
since each bounding box contains a different number of pixels. An additional complica-
tion is the high dimensionality of the data. [e.g. a pedestrian who covers 100 pixels in
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height and 50 pixels in width is represented as a vector of length 5000 in a monochrome
image, and a vector of length 15000 in a colour (RGB) image].
Applying the multi-resolution kernel to each of the images within the bounding
box allows a lower dimensionality vector to be obtained, and importantly for each
example pedestrian to be represented by a vector/image of the same size. In this
example, the images are scaled down to a RQÚ¸$|RQµ image, equivalent to a 180 di-
mensional vector. This reduces the dimensionality by a factor of approximately 80.
( 
 f $ØR
 f  R"TST fSf
Õ
RQµ
fSf(f ).
4.3.2 Clustering
Once the 1206 training examples were obtained, the k-means clustering algorithm was
applied to the data. The results of the k-means cost (RMS distances from each vector
to closest cluster centre) versus number of clusters is plotted in Figure 4.19. This graph
is used to decide that it is sensible to use six clusters to represent the data, as the curve
becomes less steep. This is supported by the fact that including more templates was
judged not to produce additional templates which were noticeably different.
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Figure 4.19: K-means cost of different numbers of clusters of pedestrian kernels.
The training examples are clustered using the k-means algorithm into six clusters
(each of which contain between 75 and 370 of the original 1206 training examples) re-
vealing the six templates which can be used to identify the different poses. Images repre-
senting the feature vectors at the centre of the clusters are shown in Figure 4.20.
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0 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4.20: The six pedestrian template kernels. Templates 1 and 5 represent pedestrians
when striding out with legs apart, templates 0 and 4 represent when the legs are reasonably
close together and some shadow is cast, template 2 represents the pedestrian with legs
close together, and template 3 looks least like a person and is formed from the start of
image sequences as the pedestrians enter the scene from the right.
4.3.3 Pose transitions
Given the six template kernels, each of the 1206 examples can now be convolved with
each of these kernels, and assigned as closest to the one which returns the highest score.
Since these example images are taken as part of a sequence, it is possible to create a
transition matrix (Table 4.3) of the movements from one pose/template to the next. From
the 18 sequences 1188 pose transitions are observed ¼RQÚ f ;· R
 ëR(R

 . Figure 4.21
illustrates graphically the frequency of transitions between poses observed in the training
sequences. For example, a pedestrian may enter the scene and be represented by ‘template
3’ (cross reference with Figure 4.20) in the bottom-left of Figure 4.21. After a few frames
in this state, a state transition may occur as the pedestrian becomes represented better
by ‘template 0’ for a period of time. Following this the pedestrian may move to being
represented by ‘template 5’ in the state at the top-middle of the gure, with legs fully
open, followed by ‘template 2’ as the legs begin to close, and returning to ‘template 0’ as
the legs become close together. Cycles through such behaviours was generally observed
as the pedestrians walked from right to left in the video footage. The amount of shadow
cast by the pedestrian also affected the pose transitions of the pedestrians. Tables 4.4 and
4.5 show a test sequence with the tness scores for each kernel. Each kernel is ranked by
tness score (result when convolved with the subsampled image) with the best (highest
score) highest in the table, for each frame.
Having used k-means clustering to identify six poses (states) that a pedestrian can be
in at any one time, it is possible to create a Markov model of the pedestrian walking.
Markov models (rst order) allow an outcome of an independent process to depend only
on the state at the generative time step. Thus, by analysing the changes between poses in
the training set (18 sequences in total; 3 sequences of 6 pedestrians), a Markov model can
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Figure 4.21: Pedestrian pose transition graph.
0 1 2 3 4 5 Total
0 390 22 2 1 77 21 513
1 27 26 0 2 0 4 59
2 4 0 39 0 8 5 56
3 7 5 0 55 0 0 67
4 68 2 11 0 296 6 383
5 13 2 10 0 12 73 110
Total 509 57 62 58 393 109 1188
Table 4.3: Transition graph between pedestrian templates 0-5.
be created. A stochastic matrix,    ?>Iôi , of transition probabilities is formed based on
the frequency of transitions from one pose/state to another observed in the training data.
If the frequency of transitions (Table 4.3) from state  to state ô is denoted N(	?>Iôi , then:

9VIôi8
u(	?>Iôiw&ﬀR

á
N 	¥9VIÁ¥w&
(4.1)
where  = the number of states, here È . This preserves the need for  á> 9VIÁ8
R to create a stochastic matrix, and allows for all possible transitions to occur.
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(4.2)
It is now possible to:
 generate a sequence, by taking a probabilistic walk through the model
 evaluate how likely a test sequence of a pedestrian is (in comparison to the training
sequences)
This allows the state or pose of the pedestrian at the next time step to be predicted.
Within the stochastic sampling of the CONDENSATION tracking, or indeed any ‘predict
and sample’ tracking scheme, this would allow the samples to be partitioned, so that a
corresponding percentage of samples of each pose type could be used for tracking. i.e.
tracking a pedestrian at time ! , who is in pose 1, it would be expected at time !\&.R to be
in pose 0 or 1, where most of our samples can be directed, with a few for the remaining
poses/states.
4.4 Summary
A novel tness function for use in a CONDENSATION based tracking framework has been
presented. A set of exemplar poses are learned from subsampled example images of
soccer players, creating a set of multi-resolution template kernels which when convolved
with the image respond suitably. This assists with the localisation of target players in the
tracking application. The same technique has also been applied to pedestrians, identifying
their poses as they walk.
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Table 4.4: Ranked templates on an example image sequence (frames 5-
34). The fitness score for each template is shown in descending order.
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1
10
3
-0
43
4
44
5
41
0
40
2
29
1
24
3
4
44
4
44
5
43
0
40
2
31
1
20
3
0
45
0
45
4
37
1
36
5
34
2
14
3
9
46
0
44
5
39
4
38
1
33
2
18
3
8
47
5
41
4
39
0
39
2
24
1
22
3
1
48
0
42
5
40
4
39
1
29
2
20
3
6
49
0
42
5
42
4
42
1
26
2
24
3
6
50
4
42
5
41
0
40
2
26
1
22
3
5
51
4
40
5
40
0
35
2
29
1
18
3
4
52
4
40
5
36
0
35
2
26
1
20
3
7
53
4
37
5
32
2
31
0
29
1
14
3
6
54
2
36
4
36
5
31
0
27
1
11
3
3
55
2
40
4
36
5
31
0
27
1
8
3
1
56
4
40
5
39
0
36
2
28
1
23
3
6
57
5
38
4
38
2
33
0
31
1
15
3
3
58
5
42
4
39
0
37
2
27
1
23
3
6
59
5
42
4
40
0
38
2
26
1
24
3
8
60
5
43
4
40
0
35
2
30
1
20
3
7
61
5
42
4
39
2
34
0
33
1
16
3
5
62
5
38
4
36
2
35
0
28
1
9
3
2
63
2
41
4
31
5
29
0
21
1
-2
3
-4
64
2
41
4
27
5
22
0
16
1
-6
3
-6
Table 4.5: Ranked templates on an example image sequence (frames 35-
64). The fitness score for each template is shown in descending order.
Chapter 5
Performance evaluation of positional
tracking systems
There are many ways in which the performance of a computer vision system can be eval-
uated. For evaluating the performance of a ‘sports player tracker’, the aim is to evaluate
how well a tracker is able to determine the position of a target object. Few metrics exist
for positional tracker evaluation; here the fundamental issues of trajectory comparison are
addressed, and metrics are presented which allow the key features to be described.
In Chapter 3, means and standard deviations of errors in tracked data from manually
marked up data have been presented, with simple plots. Harville [39] presents similar
positional analysis when evaluating the results of person tracking using plan-view algo-
rithms on footage from stereo cameras. In certain situations Dynamic Programming can
be applied to align patterns in feature vectors, for example in the speech recognition do-
main, known as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [92]. In this work trajectory evaluation
builds upon comparing equal length (in time) trajectories having frame by frame time
steps with direct correspondences.
When undertaking performance evaluation of a computer vision system, it is important
to consider the requirements of the system. Common applications include detection (sim-
ply identifying if the target object is present), coarse tracking (for surveillance applica-
tions), tracking (where reasonably accurate locations of target objects are identied), and
high-precision tracking (for medical applications, reconstructing 3D body movements).
This section focuses on methods behind positional tracker evaluation, the aim being to
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evaluate how well a tracker is able to determine the position of a target object, for use
in tracking and high-precision tracking as described above. The metrics developed are
applied to real trajectories for positional tracker evaluation. Data obtained from the sports
player tracker on video of a 5-a-side soccer game, and from a vehicle tracker, is analysed.
These give quantitative positional evaluation of the performance of computer vision track-
ing systems, and provides a framework for comparison of different methods and systems
on benchmark datasets.
5.1 Metrics and statistics for trajectory comparison
A trajectory is a sequence of positions over time. The general denition of a trajectory ﬂ
is a sequence of positions 9FaGIKJGL and corresponding times, !G :
ﬂ  Ò9F
 
IKJ
 
IV!
 
ÁIQ9F

I>F

IV!

õI)-"-"-õIQ9F
Å
IKJ
Å
IV!
Å

Ô (5.1)
In the computer vision domain, when using video footage, time steps are usually equal,
and measured in frames. Thus, ! Å may be dropped, as the subscript on the positions can
be taken as time, and Equation 5.1 becomes:
ﬂ ÒLF
 
IKJ
 
õIQLF

IVF

ÁI"-"-"-#IQ9F
Å
IKJ
Å

Ô (5.2)
i.e. trajectory ﬂ is a sequence of 9FaGIKJ G positions at time step  , as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1. Paths are distinguished from trajectories by dening a path as a trajectory not
parameterised by time.
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Figure 5.1: Example of a pair of trajectories.
To evaluate the performance of the tracker, metrics comparing two trajectories need to
be devised. We have two trajectories ﬂﬃ and ﬂ! which represent the trajectory of a target
from the tracker, and the ground truth trajectory - which is usually marked up manually
from the footage. Metrics comparing the trajectories allow us to identify how similar, or
how different they are.
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5.1.1 Comparison of trajectories
Consider two trajectories composed of 2D positions at a sequence of time steps. Let
positions on trajectory ﬂ!ﬃ be LFaGIKJ G , and on trajectory ﬂ be   GOI"#GL , for each time step
 . The displacement between positions at time step  is given by #EG :
#wGÀ

GOI"#GLE·ﬀ9FHGIVJ G98À

Ga·YFHGOI"#Gu·YJG9 (5.3)
And the distances between the positions at time step  are given by G :
G $#wGV(&% 

Ga·YFHG9

&.'#Ga·ÏJG9

(5.4)
Figure 5.2: Comparison of displacement between two trajectories.
A metric commonly used for tracker evaluation is the mean of these distances, as used
in Section 3.4. We shall call this metric Ü   .
Ü
 
)( ?GL8
R
0
Å
*
G

 
SG (5.5)
Ü
  gives the average distance between positions at each time step. Figure 5.2 shows two
trajectories and identies the distance between corresponding positions. The distribution
of these distances is also of signicance, as it shows how the distances between trajecto-
ries (tracker error) are spread, as illustrated in Figure 5.3, where a skewed distribution can
be seen. Other statistics provide quantitative information about the distribution. Here we
identify the mean, median (expected to be lower than the mean, due to the contribution to
the mean of the furthest outliers), standard deviation, minimum and maximum values as
useful statistics for describing the data. Let us dene + ,ﬂﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ to be the set of distances
SG between trajectory A and B. The above statistics can be applied to this set:
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of distances between positions.
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(5.6)
5.1.2 Spatially separated trajectories
Some pairs of trajectories may be very similar, except for a constant difference in some
spatial direction (Figure 5.4). Dening a metric which takes this into account may reveal
a closer relationship between two trajectories. Given the two trajectories ﬂ7ﬃ and ﬂ! , it is
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Figure 5.4: Two spatially separated trajectories.
possible to calculate the optimal spatial translation é# (shift) of ﬂ/ﬃ towards ﬂ! , for which
Ü
  is minimised. é# is the average displacement between the trajectories, and is calculated
as:
é
#Ö8( 9#wG9 
R
0
Å
*
G

 
#wG (5.7)
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Now we can dene + ,ﬂ!ﬃ\& é# Iﬂ! , to be the set of distances between a translated trajectory
ﬂ:ﬃ (by é# ) and ﬂ/ . The same statistics can be applied to this set, + ﬂﬃ & é# Iﬂ/ ] , to
describe the distances. ( :+ ,ﬂ!ﬃ& é# Iﬂ/ \   (8!+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ ,  in all cases, except when
the trajectories are already optimally spatially aligned.
When ( 7+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ & é# Iﬂ! \k is notably lower than ( !+ ﬂ/ﬃ]Iﬂ/ ,' , it may highlight a
tracking error of a consistent spatial difference between the true position of the target, and
the tracked position.
5.1.3 Temporally separated trajectories
Some pairs of trajectories may be very similar, except for a constant time difference (Fig-
ure 5.4). Dening a metric which takes this into account may reveal a closer relationship
between two trajectories. Given the two trajectories ﬂﬃ and ﬂ! , it is possible to calculate
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Figure 5.5: Two temporally separated trajectories.
the optimal temporal translation ô (shift) of ﬂ!ﬃ towards ﬂ! , for which Ü   is minimised.
When the time-shift ô is positive ﬂ!ﬃ6; G is best paired with ﬂ /; G
Ì
Ã , and when ô is positive
ﬂ:ﬃ6; G
Ì
Ã is best paired with ﬂ! /; G . Time-shift ô is calculated as:
ôﬀ¦(°V­7¢ «§=<0>
R
0C·2\
?
*
G
.@
z

G
Ì
á
I"#G
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á
E·ﬀ9FHGOIKJ GLQ$A
 ECB
f
ºK®¥£#§ED 
f
£)©«³>£FD ·mN-mGD &0C·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(5.8)
Now we can dene + ﬂ/ﬃ,Iﬂ! 8Iôi to be the set of distances between a temporally translated
trajectory ﬂ/ﬃ or ﬂ/ , depending on ô ’s sign. The same statistics as before can be applied
to this set, + ﬂ/ﬃ,Iﬂ/ 8Iôi , to describe the distances. ( /+ ﬂ!ﬃ\Iﬂ! UIô   ( /+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! \ 
in all cases, except when the trajectories are already optimally temporally aligned.
When ( H+ ﬂ:ﬃ]Iﬂ/ 8Iôi, is signicantly lower than ( H+ ,ﬂ!ﬃ]I-ﬂ! ,\ , it may highlight a
tracking error of a consistent temporal difference between the true position of the target,
and the tracked position. In practice ô should be small; it may highlight a lag in the
tracked position (Figure 5.5).
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5.1.4 Spatio-Temporally separated trajectories
Combining the spatial and temporal alignment process identies a fourth distance statis-
tic. We dene + ﬂ/ﬃ+& é#wgLIﬂ/ UIôi to be the set of distances between the spatially and
temporally optimally aligned trajectories, where é#wgN é#kﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UIôi is the optimal spatial
shift between the temporally shifted (by ô time steps) trajectories.
The procedure for dening this set is similar to above; calculate the optimal ô for
which the mean distance between space (translation of é# g ) and time (time-shift of ô )
shifted positions is minimised, using an exhaustive search. Once ô has been calculated,
the set of distances + ﬂ/ﬃ& é#,g«Iﬂ! 8Iôi can be formed, and the usual statistics can be cal-
culated.
When the trajectories are spatio-temporally aligned, the mean value, ( I+ ﬂ7ﬃ &
é
# g Iﬂ/ 8Iôiú is less than or equal to the mean value of the three other sets of distances;
when the trajectories are unaltered, spatially aligned, or temporally aligned.
5.1.5 Area between trajectories
The area between two trajectories provides time independent information. The trajectories
must be treated as paths whose direction of travel is known. Paths are distinguished from
trajectories by not being parameterised by time.
Given two paths A and B, the area between them is calculated by rstly calculating the
set of crossing points where path A and path B intersect. These crossing points are then
used to dene a set of regions. If a path crosses itself within a region, then the loop created
is discarded by deleting the edge points on the path between where the path crosses itself.
This resolves the problem of calculating the area if a situation where a path crosses itself
many times occurs, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. Now the area between the paths can be
Figure 5.6: Regions with self crossing trajectories. The shaded regions show the area
calculated.
calculated as the summation of the areas of the separate regions. The area of each region
is calculated by treating each region as an 0 -sided polygon dened by edge points 9FGIKJ G
for ]oRSI"-"-)-)IK0 , where the rst point is the intersection point, the next points follow those
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on path A, then the second crossover point, back along path B to the rst point. i.e. the
perimeter of the polygon is traced. Tracing the polygon, the area under each edge segment
is calculated as a trapezoid; each of these is either added to or subtracted from the total,
depending on its sign, which results from the calculation of 9FNG
Ì
 
·%FHGL)?JGa& J G
Ì
 
V=SÚ as
the area between the F -axis and the edge segment from LFNGIKJ G to 9FHG
Ì
 
IKJG
Ì
 
 . After re-
arrangement Equation 5.9 shows the area of such a region. (It does not matter which way
the polygon is traced, since in our computation the modulus of the result is taken).
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(5.9)
The areas of each of the regions added together give the total area between the paths,
and has dimensionality Q  i.e. mm  . To obtain a useful value for the area metric, the
area calculated is normalised by the average length of the paths. This gives the ‘area’
metric on the same scale as the other distance statistics. It represents the average time
independent distance (in mm) between the two trajectories, and is a continuous average
distance, rather than the earlier discrete average distance.
5.2 Evaluation, results and discussion
Performance evaluation is performed on two tracking systems; the sports player tracker,
and a vehicle tracker [66]. Figure 5.7 shows example footage used in each system. First,
the variability between two hand marked up trajectories is discussed.
Figure 5.7: Example footage used for tracking.
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5.2.1 Comparison of two hand marked up trajectories
This section compares two independently hand marked up trajectories of the same soccer
player during an attacking run. There are small differences in the trajectories, and they
cross each other many times. The results are shown in Table 5.1, and the trajectories
Figure 5.8: Two example hand marked up trajectories, showing the area between them,
and the displacements between positions at each time step.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 134 115 0 444 89 56
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·µ(µIÁÛ ThÁIﬂ/ , 110 92 10 355 72 42
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI
f
 134 115 0 444 89 56
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·µ(µIÁÛ ThÁIﬂ/ UI
f
 110 92 11 355 72 42
Table 5.1: Results of trajectory evaluation. All distances are in mm.
are shown graphically in Figure 5.8 with the area between the two paths shaded, and dark
lines connecting the positions on the trajectories at each time step. The second row of
Table 5.1 identies an improvement in the similarity of the two trajectories if a small
spatial shift of é#Ó¼·mµ
IÁÛTh in mm, is applied to the rst trajectory. As expected in
hand marked up data, the two trajectories are optimally aligned in time (time-shift ô f ).
5.2.2 Sports player tracker example
This section compares a tracked trajectory, ﬂ7R , to a hand marked up trajectory ﬂ7 . Our
sports player tracker identies the ground plane position of the players, which is taken as
the mid-point of the base of the bounding box around the player, and is generally where
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the players’ feet make contact with the oor. Figure 5.9 qualitatively illustrates the shifted
trajectories, whilst Table 5.2 quantitatively highlights the systematic error present in this
sequence. If ﬂ!ﬃ is shifted by µ fSf mm in the F -direction, and  fSf · Û fSf mm in the J -
(a) Tracked and ground truth trajectories (b) Spatially aligned trajectories
(c) Temporally aligned trajectories (d) Temporally and spatially aligned
Figure 5.9: (a)-(d) Example trajectories over 70 frames. Trajectory ﬂSR from tracker com-
pared to ﬂ! - the hand marked up trajectory. The gures show the area between them,
and the displacements between positions at each time step.
direction, the differences between the trajectories fall signicantly. This may be due to
an invalid assumption that the position of the tracked players is the mid-point of the base
of the bounding box around the player. This may be due to the player’s shape in these
frames, tracker error, or human mark up of the single point representing the player at each
time step.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ/REIﬂ/ , 890 859 393 1607 267 326
+ ﬂ/R &OµiR
f
I"·mÛR
f
ÁIﬂ/ w 279 256 40 67 145 133
+ ﬂ/REIﬂ/ UI"·I 803 785 311 1428 237 317
+ ﬂ/R &Oµ(µRSI"·IR
ÁIﬂ/ EI"·mÚS 263 230 52 673 129 138
Table 5.2: Results of trajectory evaluation. All distances are in mm.
5.2.3 Car tracker example
This section compares trajectories from a car tracker [66] with manually marked up
ground truth positions. In this example, the evaluation is performed in image plane coor-
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dinates (using Aµ(Ú $Ú

 resolution images), on a sequence of cars on an inner city bypass.
A sample view is shown in Figure 5.7.
(a) Tracked and ground truth trajectories (b) Spatially aligned trajectories
(c) Temporally aligned trajectories (d) Temporally and spatially aligned
Figure 5.10: (a)-(d) Three pairs of example trajectories over 200 frames. Trajectory ﬂSﬃ
from tracker compared to ﬂ - the hand marked up trajectory, with the area between them
shaded.
Trajectory comparison is performed on three trajectories of cars in the scene, each
over 200 frames in length. Figure 5.10 displays these trajectories along with the ground
truth, and Table 5.3 details the quantitative results, from which it can be seen that there is
little systematic error in the system, with each car’s centroid generally being accurate to
between 1 and 3 pixels.
5.3 Summary and conclusions
Quantitative evaluation of the performance of computer vision systems allows their com-
parison on benchmark datasets. It must be appreciated that algorithms can be evaluated
in many ways, and we must not lose target of the aim of the evaluation. Here, a set of
metrics for positional evaluation and comparison of trajectories has been presented. The
specic aim has been to compare two trajectories. This is useful when evaluating the
performance of a tracker, for quantifying the effects of algorithmic improvements. The
spatio/temporally separated metrics give a useful measure for identifying the precision of
a trajectory, once the systematic error is removed, which may be present due to a time lag,
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Left Path
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 1.7 1.3 0.1 7.1 1.3 0.6
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·
f
-¶ÚI)·
f
-T
ÁIﬂ! , 1.6 1.3 0.2 6.5 1.1 0.5
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI"RÉ 1.5 1.3 0.1 5.1 0.8 0.6
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&
f
-T
I"·
f
-RÉõIﬂ/ UI"RQ 1.3 1.2 0.1 5.2 0.8 0.5
Middle Path
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 3.0 2.3 0.4 12.4 2.2 1.8
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&RS-TI"·
f
-SõIﬂ/ , 2.3 1.9 0.1 11.2 2.0 0.9
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI"RÉ 2.9 2.3 0.5 8.7 1.4 1.8
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&?A-¡RSI"RS-T
õI-ﬂ! EIKA 1.3 1.3 0.1 3.6 0.7 0.6
Right Path
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 3.2 2.9 0.3 9.7 1.8 2.1
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&4Ú- AI"·
f
-¶Ú(õIﬂ/ , 2.5 2.3 0.1 8.6 1.4 1.2
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI
f
 3.2 2.3 0.3 9.7 1.8 2.1
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&4Ú-TIÁÚ-
f
õI-ﬂ! EIZÚS 1.7 1.6 0.1 6.0 0.9 1.0
Table 5.3: Results of trajectory evaluation. All distances are in pixel units.
or constant spatial shift. There are many potential obvious uses for trajectory compari-
son in tracker evaluation, for example comparison of a tracker with and without Kalman
ltering (clearly this affects any assumption of independence).
An interesting and valuable project would be to develop a system for automatically
interpreting the statistics of the position evaluation of a tracking system. These and other
metrics could form the basis of such a system that would describe quantitatively and in
addition speculate as to the most probable reason for the results, be these temporal lags,
spatial displacements, or noisy tracked data. This qualitative description of performance
is then useful in identifying areas for improvement in tracking systems.
It is also important to consider how accurate we require a computer vision system to be
(this may vary between detection of a target in the scene and precise location of a targets’
features). Human mark up of ground truth data is also subjective, and there are differences
between ground truth sets marked up by different individuals. If we require a system that
is at least as good as a human, in this case, the tracked trajectories should be compared to
how well humans can mark-up the trajectories, and a statistical test performed to identify
if they are signicantly different.
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Multiple camera systems
One of the greatest challenges to multiple object tracking in busy dynamic scenes is oc-
clusion. When one object becomes partially occluded or hidden by another object re-
solving each objects’ position and shape is a challenging task, particularly from a single
viewpoint. Incorporating information from multiple views is an approach which should
improve the performance of a tracking system.
Figure 6.1: Three views of a soccer game at the same instant.
In this chapter, a number of alterations are made to the tracker presented in Chapter 3.
The background image is statistically modelled using adaptive mixture models produc-
ing an improved foreground segmentation. The template tracking methods introduced in
Chapter 4 are incorporated into the tracker as the new tness function.
Footage from multiple cameras (Figure 6.1) is used in the tracking system. For this nu-
merous issues are identied, and changes are made to the tracker. A common coordinate
system must be established in order for transformations between the real world coordinate
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system and the images from each camera view. A more sophisticated 3D transformation
is used to calibrate the images in place of the 2D to 2D ground plane transformation of
Chapter 3. The measurement error covariance matrix ä used in Kalman ltering to con-
trol the sensitivity of the condence associated with update measurements, and level of
trust of internal estimates, needs to be calculated to take into account the different views
from which video streams are taken, since change in ‘pixel depth’ is much greater along
the principal axis of the camera than perpendicular to it.
There are many ways, and at many stages, that information from the video stream can
be fused together. Desirable properties of such fusion schema are investigated. Positional
evaluation of the tracking system is undertaken using the metrics developed in Section 5;
evaluating trajectories from the tracker using multiple video streams of the same event, in
comparison to using just a single stream. Finally, difculties and future possibilities are
discussed.
6.1 Adaptive mixture models for image segmentation
Foreground extraction from busy scenes in which objects move at a variety of speeds,
shadows are cast, and lighting varies has received much attention over the years. In [99]
Stauffer and Grimson present an adaptive background mixture model. This computa-
tionally efcient method is adopted here, and provides a robust foreground extraction,
through modelling the background as a set of Gaussians on a per-pixel basis. Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs) are covered in more detail in Section 7.2. Here, the methods for
adaptively updating the GMMs in image sequences are discussed.
For each pixel, a mixture of  Gaussians is formed on the RGB pixel data. A weight
½
á
;
x
is associated with each mixture  and is updated at each time step ! :
½
á
;
x
o¼R*·¸U½
á
;
x
{
 
&%'VU
á
;
x
 (6.1)
where  is the learning rate, and U á ;
x
is 1 for the mixture which matches, and 0 for
the remaining mixtures. (A match is found if the pixel is within 3 s.d. of a mixture
centre). These weights are then re-normalised, and the mean and variance of the matching
Gaussian is adaptively updated with the new observation.
During a short setup period, at each pixel in the image, a set of 4 Gaussians is formed.
Using Þ.T Gaussians is sufcient to capture any multi-modal distribution of background
pixels. Particularly, the areas of oor on which ‘glare’ from the lighting is sometimes
present do not show up as foreground. A set of 25 frames is used to initialise the model,
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taking every fth frame. During this ve second training phase, a learning rate of Ö f -¡R
is used, allowing the model to adapt quickly to the scene. Once this training is complete,
a learning rate of Í f - f Ú is used. This allows for changes in lighting or camera jitter to
be incorporated into the background, yet  is chosen to be small enough that stationary
players are not incorporated. Now, a foreground image can be calculated as those pixels
which are not within 3 s.d. of any of the mixture centres. The proportion of the data that
should be accounted for by the background model has been set to ﬂo f -
 in this work.
Further details and discussion about the ‘Grimson method’, as it has become known, can
be found in [99]. Figure 6.2 shows the foreground pixels identied in an image of a
5-a-side soccer game.
Figure 6.2: An example scene and corresponding foreground image.
6.2 Establishing a common coordinate system
To improve the camera calibration, a 3D calibration is performed. Unlike the system used
in Chapter 2, this involves using correspondences between many points on the image and
in the real world. A 3D calibration allows not only points on the ground plane 9F,IVJ¥
to be identied on an image ?M,IKP , but also for three-dimensional points LF,IKJNI j  to be
identied on an image 9M\IVP . This now allows for ?MWKVK
x
IKP XK9K
x
 and ?MaÐXK  ZY IKPÐ[K  -Y  on the
image to be identied from the real world positions 9F,IVJNI f  and 9F,IKJuI j
tX\
 

K9JÐXK?G
r
Ð
x
 where
9F,IVJ¥ is the ground plane position of the player.
Calibrating each of the images from the different views allows points to be trans-
formed between points in one image, points in the real world, and the corresponding
points in another image of the same scene. The methods of Tsai [109] are employed to
calibrate the images. These methods perform a perspective projection, using a pin-hole
camera model. Many pairs of (image,world) points are needed to calibrate the image, and
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should be well spread over the image. As many points as are identiable in the scene
are used, typically around 50. Figure 6.3 shows an example image used for calibration,
where the 51 points used in the calibration have been superimposed on top. The spe-
cic location from which the footage is taken is ideal for calibration, since there are many
markings on the sports hall oor which, once measured, can easily be identied on images
of the scene from any view. Without such points to use, it may be necessary to construct a
large calibration frame. This convenience is not really contrived, especially in the sports
domain.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Calibration image: showing the point correspondences. Footage taken
with a sh-eye lens. (b) Showing measured features of the badminton court lines on the
sports hall oor, used for calibration.
6.3 Camera setup and view choice
Experimentation with fish-eye lenses, to allow coverage of a larger area of the pitch, and
mounting cameras as high as possible, has mixed results. The eld of view of a conven-
tional camera is not wide enough for the whole of the pitch to be covered, even when
placed several metres high in the rafters of a sports hall roof. Figure 6.3 shows an ex-
ample image taken with a camera tted with a wide angle conversion $ f -¶Û sh-eye lens.
The camera calibration provides an accurate real world to image coordinate transforma-
tion, successfully dealing with the radial distortion effects that appear in the image. Image
plane errors on the calibration set for the sh-eye lens example were found to have a mean
of 1.5 pixels, compared to 0.9 pixels with a normal camera lens. Similarly, object space
errors were found to be roughly twice as large, yet still acceptable, with a mean of 
SÛ mm
compared to Tµ mm. Such footage however, did not work well with the template tracking
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scheme, since player’s shapes varied considerably; those near the camera were viewed
from almost above, with mainly heads and shoulders visible; those in the middle covered
the most pixels and the players looked similar to those in the traditional view used from
the balcony with a normal lens; and those furthest from the camera occupied very few
pixels. For this reason, video captured using a sh-eye lens was not used further in the
tracking experiments.
Ideally, using an overhead camera pointing straight down from very high above would
remove almost all of the problems encountered. The whole pitch would be in the eld of
view of a single camera, and each player (seen from above) would be represented by a
distinct ‘blob’ disconnected from all the other players. This, however, is impractical; the
ceiling is too low and any tracker developed would not be extensible to use in outdoor
situations. By choosing a camera angle similar to that used in broadcast football, there is
the possibility of extending a successful tracking system to cope with an outdoor 11-a-side
football game, covered by multiple cameras.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.4: (a)-(c) Three views of a rugby game to cover the whole pitch. (d) Rugby
viewed from the side is problematic for computer vision approaches, since the players
frequently line up across the pitch, creating many instances of multiple occlusion. (e)
Netballers mark each other very tightly; the players appear to move in pairs. (f) Consid-
eration should be given to how likely the ball is to come into contact with the camera.
Other sports such as rugby and netball exhibit radically different characteristics and
thought needs to be given as to suitable camera locations. Figure 6.4 (a)-(c) shows three
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views of a rugby game needed to cover the whole pitch (with possibly three more at the
other end for higher resolution images of that half of the pitch). Rugby games (of both
codes) involve the teams frequently lining up across the width of the pitch. Viewed from
the side it is hard to distinguish separate players. Figure 6.4 (d) gives an example of this,
viewed from the end. If the cameras were at the side of the pitch it would be difcult to
extract any useful information. Viewed from the end of the pitch, there is more spatial
separation between the players in the image, and this aids machine vision algorithms.
Netball is played in a fascinatingly different way to soccer. Both games are similar;
two teams play on a conned pitch with a round ball with a goal at each end, and aim to
score as many goals as possible. However, netballers mark their opponents much closer
than in soccer. Typically, in every image, each player will be next to their opposing player
(Figure 6.4 (e)). This presents many cases of occlusion and not just from one side; the
players will overlap on images from many viewpoints. A nal consideration for camera
placement is to locate the camera in a position where it is safe from being hit by a ball.
Figure 6.4 (f) shows the ball coming close to the camera during a netball game.
6.4 Estimating measurement error covariance
Kalman ltering is performed using the ground plane positions of the players. The mea-
surement error covariance, ä , varies depending where on the image the point is. Filter-
ing performance is improved when ä changes with respect to where the player is on the
ground plane. Figure 6.5 illustrates how the equal-sized chessboard squares on the ground
plane appear to be of very different sizes on the image.
Figure 6.5: Sports hall carpeted with 2 metre squares.
Closer points can be identied with a greater accuracy than those further away, which
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are at a lower resolution. From this type of view, of a large scene, a pixel at the front may
represent 0.003m of the ground plane, whereas far away it may represent 0.5m.
On the image plane the bounding box around the player is represented by an image
position ?M,IKP , a height ¾ , and a width ½ . By empirical observation, and supported by the
analysis of Section 4.2.4, it has been found that on the image the template correctly ts to
the true position of the player with a margin of error of up to a quarter of the width of the
bounding box horizontally about the player’s position, and vertically from the player’s
position by up to ten percent of the height of the bounding box (Figure 6.6). Thus if
?M

IVP

 is the midpoint of the baseline, then:
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where M  f -ÚSµ ½ and QPÞ f -RÉ¾ .
Figure 6.6: Illustration of variability in a typical bounding box t on a player.
Building upon the reasoning in Section 3.3, the measurement error covariance matrix
ä represents the covariance of errors of measuring the position (as opposed to the process
error, ã , which measures the uncertainty that the mid-point of the base of the bounding
box represents the player). ä describes a symmetric ellipse or a symmetric bivariate
Gaussian distribution of the deviations about the M - and P -axes. On the image plane the
measurement error covariance matrix takes the form:
ä G
ð] 
r
K'
å
4QMN¼
f
f
4QP

ç
(6.3)
ä G
ð^ 
r
K varies over the image and is dependent on where the player is, and the size of
their bounding box. Unfortunately this covariance matrix cannot be transformed directly
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to the ground plane, due to the non-linear image plane to ground plane transformation
being used. The ground plane measurement error covariance matrix at any point LF,IKJ
can be estimated by transforming to the image coordinate 9M\IVP , and taking four points
on the image plane; ?MÞ&M,IKPÁIQ?M ·M,IKPõIÉ?M,IKPú&QPÁIQ?M,IKPm&QP which represent the
extremities of acceptable deviation from ?M,IKP . Transforming each of these to ground
plane positions 9FaGIKJ G for ]oRSI)-"-"-õIKT respectively, allows ä to be estimated as:
äv å
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(6.4)
This seems a little crude, yet provides sensible results. The uncertainty in the mea-
surement (units in millimetres) increases as players are further from the camera, where
each pixel represents a greater area of possible ground plane. Testing on a typical image
gave:
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(a) at the front (b) near the middle (c) near the back
(6.5)
The current tracking method involves updating a Kalman lter for each player at each
time step, and using an estimate of the next position to predict the new location of the
player. For each Kalman lter, ä is calculated using the above procedure with ?M,IKPõI8½
and ¾ being the values of the sample for each player, within the selected ‘best’ sampleset.
6.5 Information fusion for multiple view tracking
The methods employed in Chapter 3 can be extended to incorporate additional informa-
tion from multiple views. Given multiple views of the pitch, such as those in Figure
6.7, there will be some regions of the pitch on which each player will be visible from
0,1,2, . . . ,  views, where  is the maximum number of views available, as illustrated in
Figure 6.8 for .A .
The aim is to track each player in as many views as possible, to gain accurate posi-
tional information, as opposed to using multiple cameras to cover the whole eld in order
to track players from a single view and then follow them between views.
The framework for multiple object tracking using multiple cameras adapts the frame-
work introduced in Section 3.2. Again, the structure of the samples, and how they make
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Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera 3
Figure 6.7: Three views of a soccer game at the same instant.
3
2
2
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1
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0
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: (a) Rectied View of the three images in Figure 6.7. Illustrating the regions
of the ground plane in which one, two or three views of a player are visible. (b) Diagram
labelling each of the different regions with the number of views it is visible from.
up samplesets for use in a CONDENSATION based tracker is discussed. Then the propa-
gation of the samplesets, the application of the predictive dynamics, and the evaluation
of the fitness (using the multi-resolution template scheme of Chapter 4) of the samples to
the image information are discussed.
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6.5.1 Structure
Given  views of a scene, it is possible to represent the set of  players in a sampleset
containing  samples of the form 9F,IKJuIW_5IÁ¾,1 i@4IK½<1 i@4IKO where _ is the player’s real-
world height, ¾,1 i@ and ½1 i@ are arrays of height and width dimensions of the bounding
box for each view, and O is a player identity label. Each of the cameras is calibrated,
allowing 9F,IKJ , the ground plane position, to be projected using a perspective projection
onto each image ô , at ?M Ã IKP Ã  . Thus, only a single estimate for a player’s position is
needed in each sample, rather than using several image positions.
6.5.2 Propagation
Using the new structure, the samplesets can be propagated in the usual way, as described
in Section 3.2.2.
6.5.3 Prediction
The same predictive dynamics as in Section 3.2 are used, although now each Kalman lter
must be updated with the value of the player’s position from the ‘best’ sampleset, and use
a measurement error covariance, ä , which reects that the measurements have been taken
from multiple views.
The method described previously to estimate ä for a player in a single view, can be
applied from each view giving estimates for the measurement error, ä G`; Ã , for each player 
in view ô . A Boolean variable aG`; Ã is used to identify if player  can be seen from view ô .
aSG`;
Ã
cb
R if player  is visible from view ô
f if player  is not visible from view ô
Now ä G , the measurement error covariance of player  , can be calculated by convolv-
ing all valid estimates of the bivariate Gaussian distributions that the covariances repre-
sent, i.e. those for which the player is in view. Details of the convolution can be found in
Appendix C, giving:
ä GÀ

Ã
aSG`;
Ã
ä
{
 
G`;
Ã

{
 
(6.6)
6.5.4 Fitness function
A major change is needed to the way in which the sampling probability of a sampleset is
calculated. The tness scores for each player can be calculated using the multi-resolution
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templates (method C) learned in Section 4.2. Let !¼G`; Ã be the tness of player  in view
ô found by this method, i.e. the highest response from convolving a sub-sampled image
within the bounding box of the player with each of the ve template kernels. In addition,
the scores for the player from each view must be combined to create a tness score !KG for
each player  . There are several ways that this can be done.
The tness scores could be combined in a way which implies that evidence from
an extra view always increases the player’s tness score !>G . For example, let !Gd; Ã be the
tness of player  on image ô , then one method for combining the scores, would be:
!GEîRm·fe
Ã
¼Rú·¸!Gd;
Ã
 . However, this has the drawback that when a supplementary view
contains information indicating the absence of a player from a given location, then the
player’s tness !G will not be decreased.
A more sensible scheme involves devising a system in which evidence from an extra
view suggesting that there is no player at the given position leads to a reduction in the
associated score for the sample, and if it provides conrming evidence, then the score for
the sample is increased. Figure 6.9 illustrates a property of the two schemes. This second
approach is taken in combining information from multiple views and is now detailed
further.
Figure 6.9: Abstract representation of two ways of combining two scores. Black = 0
(poor), White = 1 (good). The graphic on the left represents the combination scheme in
use; two good scores combine to create a good score, a good and a poor score become
an average score, and two poor scores remain a poor score. The graphic on the right
represents an alternative combination scheme discussed and rejected; two good scores
combine to create a good score, a good and a poor score become a good score, and two
poor scores become a slightly better poor score.
Let !G`; Ã be the tness of player  on image ô , as found by the method in Section 4.2.
Firstly, the average score (G over all views in which the player is visible can be calculated.
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For those views from which the player is not visible, the player’s tness score is now
set to the average score for that player from all remaining views.
if aSG`; Ã  f then set !G`; Ã (NG (6.8)
Now the tness !G of player  is calculated as the average of the squared differences
between the mean (G and each tness score !G`; Ã (for player  from view ô ), taken away
from one. This represents an ‘agreement factor’ between the views (if they are all the
same, then it will equal one, otherwise, it will be less than one, equal to three-quarters at
the limit of the disagreement between views). This is then multiplied by the product of
the tness scores from the different views. If one of these is poor, it decreases the overall
tness score !G :
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The !G ’s can be combined as before to give a sampling probability for the sampleset. It
should be noted that fGh !¼Gd; Ã h R and hence fGh !G h R . Evidence from an extra view
may increase or decrease the score !¼G associated with there being a player at the given
position. If the extra view provides evidence that there is no player at the given position,
it will lower the score associated with a sample, and if conrming evidence is provided
then the score for that sample will increase. When player  is only visible in view ô this
procedure results in !G !G`; Ã as expected.
6.6 Evaluation
The three views of a soccer game (Figure 6.7) were used for tracking. A comparison
between tracking from a single view and two views is now presented. A set of six players
are tracked for a short period of time from (i) Camera 1, (ii) Camera 3, and (iii) Cameras 1
and 3. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the tracker in action on the two video streams (scenario
(iii)). The bounding boxes around each player are shown by the set of blue boxes. On
each pair of images the mid-point of the base of the bounding box is at the same real
world location.
Figure 6.10 shows 16 frames of tracked footage from cameras 1 and 3. The tracking
appears to be working well and agreement as to player’s positions between camera views
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Figure 6.10: Tracked footage.
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Figure 6.11: Tracked footage (2).
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is good. In Figure 6.11 the tracking system begins to track less successfully; rst, the box
around a player fails to keep up with the player as the player moves up the pitch, this in
turn causes the bounding box to t to half of the player in one view (camera 1) and to
fall to the side of the player, missing the player completely, in the other view; secondly,
the two players in the centre get very close, though from Camera 3 it can be seen that the
player in white is still tracked separately to the other player. By the end of this short clip,
it can be seen that the tracker is not able to successfully continue tracking to a reliable
degree of accuracy.
The performance evaluation metrics and statistics for positional tracking systems de-
veloped in Chapter 5 are applied to each player in each of the three experiments. Tables
of these results are presented in Appendix D. There does not appear to be a signicant
difference between the three experiments. Combining information from multiple views
in the way discussed above does not appear to signicantly improve the tracking results.
Figure 6.12 shows the trajectories for the six players in each of the three experiments,
and compares them to the ground truth trajectory obtained by manually marking up the
players from cameras 1 and 3, and averaging.
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Cameras 1 and 3
Figure 6.12: Trajectories from experiments (i), (ii) and (iii) on 6 players, compared to the
ground truth.
Looking in more detail, it can be seen that the system tracks player 4 better when using
both views. The average distance between the trajectories and the ground truth is reduced
from ÛSA mm (Camera 1) and 
SAµ mm (Camera 3) to µ f µ mm when both cameras are used
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for tracking. The F -component of a spatial shift to optimally align the trajectories with
the ground truth when both cameras are used is close to the average of when the cameras
are used separately >4A(TÛú&·RQÛ(A>=SÚi
Ûkjl
ÚS . The system appears to track player 1
less well when using two cameras. The average distance between the trajectories and the
ground truth is increased from R f R mm (Camera 1) and R f 
SA mm (Camera 3) to RSR	R mm
when both cameras are used for tracking. The J -component of a spatial shift to optimally
align the trajectories with the ground truth when both cameras are used is similar to that
of the two single cameras, and the F -component resembles more closely that of Camera
3. Here the temporal aspect of the metrics is not particularly useful, however, it would be
more useful on longer trajectories, or those misaligned in time.
6.7 Discussion
At the beginning of this chapter it was hypothesised that ‘incorporating information from
multiple views is an approach which should improve the performance of a tracking sys-
tem’. In Section 6.6 examples of better and worse tracking when using two views over
one are shown.
The main pitfalls of the approach used appear to be in the choice of tness function.
A 2D tness function struggles to capture the 3D pose of a human player. If, from a
single view, the tracker ts the bounding box (determined by the tness function) slightly
below the players feet, then it may track reasonably successfully for a period of time,
always tracking a bit below the player (this may lead to the trajectory consistently being
half a metre away). If two views are used, then this half metre out in one view may be
signicant enough to miss the player completely in another view. This may be one cause
of poor multiple view performance. This may be reduced or eradicated by modelling the
player as a 3D object; replacing the bounding box with a cuboid, generalised cylinder,
multiple connected cylinders or skeletal model. This reason should also begin to account
for the poor performance of the multiple camera tracking system when Camera 2 was
used with either of the other views. This camera is setup orthogonal to Camera 1, and it
was expected that this pairing would give the best results.
Combining or fusing information from multiple views needs to be investigated further.
Here, a system in which information from an extra view always increased tness was
found not to work at all. The system which is used allows information from an extra
view to increase or decrease the tness, and is compatible with scores from players which
are visible in a variety of number of views. It would be useful if a system could be
devised in which the reliability of the tness in each view could also be determined. For
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example, tracking is generally more reliable in a direction perpendicular to the camera
axis. In Section 4.2.4 the template kernels were shown to able to identify more reliably
the location of the target player in the F -direction (perpendicular to the camera from this
view) than in the J -direction (along the principal axis of the camera in this case). The
method used to estimate the measurement error covariance matrix ä used in updating the
Kalman lters does to some extent take this into account, though explicitly using this in a
fusion schema would be worth investigating.
6.8 Summary
This chapter has built upon the tracking framework developed in Chapter 3, improving
the background segmentation scheme to aid subsequent machine vision algorithms, in
particular the multi-resolution templates used within the tness function, and calibrating
the images to allow for a common coordinate frame to be used, so that a player can be
represented as being at a single real world position. This has allowed extension to tracking
from multiple views. Camera positioning is found to be an important aspect in obtaining
usable footage and depends on the sport that is being covered. Methods of fusing data for
tracking from multiple views has been discussed and results of tracking multiple players
from multiple views has been evaluated on a short sequence and found not be signicantly
different to single view tracking results.
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Team game interactions
Capturing the behaviour of a set of sports players would allow many exciting activities
to be performed; identifying tactics, predicting future movements, recognising set-plays,
identifying teams, and evaluating teamwork. An advanced model of the interactions of
players may allow for speculative tactical attacking moves to be simulated by a team and
for probable responses for the defending team to be generated. A behaviour model to aid
in predicting movements of sports players in a tracking system is the ultimate goal. From
a cognitive viewpoint, a model which could learn the rules of the game would be very
powerful indeed.
Throughout this work, the aim has been towards learning behaviour from real world
data, and Chapters 3 to 6 have concentrated primarily on extracting positional data from
video streams of soccer team games. There are many approaches which may be taken
when analysing a team game. At one end of the spectrum, it is possible to recognise
set-plays from a set of player trajectories [46]; this task involves comparing a sequence
of positions to several ‘hand-crafted’ set-plays and classifying whether one of the pre-
dened set-plays has occurred. At the other end of the spectrum is a logical and cognitive
strand of thought which would undoubtedly need to be explored and utilised in order to
begin to solve the really hard tasks such as learning the rules of the game purely from
positional or visual evidence. There are also many statistical methods which t at various
points on this spectrum. Supervised statistical methods may be used to group data or to
learn a particular aspect of play, through training on a set of examples in which the play
occurs. Unsupervised statistical methods may be used to cluster or characterise the data
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in some way, without being supplied with any prior knowledge in addition to the data.
This chapter discusses the collection of data for behaviour modelling, and creates
probability density maps of real world data from a 5-a-side soccer game using a Gaussian
mixture model, and secondly using vector quantisation. A system for generating syn-
thetic data (with endless supply) is designed to provide a greater quantity of data with
which to work. Emergent methods are used on this data to identify players’ positions,
and approaches to a variety of tasks involving behaviour modelling and interactions are
discussed.
7.1 Data collection
Automatic tracking of multiple objects interacting in large, busy domains with consider-
able occlusions (both in frequency and in the number of objects occluding) has presented
many challenges to visual tracking algorithms and is recognised as beyond the capabili-
ties of current state-of-the-art trackers. For the purposes of modelling the behaviour and
interactions of the players in a soccer game, a section of footage has been marked up
manually. This provides data with which to work productively and which is sufciently
reliable.
A multiple camera system has been used to capture the whole area of the pitch, and
the cameras were calibrated in an identical way to that described in Section 6.2. Each of
the ten players has been identied in each frame in which they are visible from two video
streams. The positions were then averaged between the views, for those times when the
player was in the eld of view of more than one camera. Figure 7.1 shows the marked up
positions of players.
The location and velocity of the ball is a large factor in inuencing the movements of
sports players, along with where the rest of their team are, and where their opponents are.
The ball is relatively small and moves very fast. It is often not in contact with the oor,
travelling in a complex 3D trajectory through the air. (When spin is applied to the ball
it deviates from a parabola, and its trajectory is no longer conned to a 2D plane.) This
makes it harder to determine its position in the real world; if it is possible to reliably and
robustly identify the ball in the image plane, then it is still not straight forward to relate
this to the ball’s true location, and errors associated with this may be unacceptably large.
In the footage of soccer games used it is often (indeed for the majority of the time) not
possible for a human observer to identify the ball when shown a single frame of the video.
For these reasons, tracking or manual markup of the ball has not been undertaken in this
work.
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Figure 7.1: Representation of hand marked-up players’ positions over the soccer pitch.
Units are in millimetres.
Others have tried various approaches to the task of tracking the ball, notably; Kim uses
a single moving camera, physics-based constraints (parabolic trajectories) and the shadow
cast by the ball in soccer games [59] (though constrained to a motion in a single vertical
plane); Ohno tracks the ball using colour and motion assuming there are no players around
the ball [75] (occlusion of the ball by players in real footage is common); and Pingali uses
sets of pairs of cameras for tracking a tennis ball using monochrome  f Hz cameras [82].
The rst two of these are reported to have only been evaluated in a single experiment.
The tennis ball tracking has been used in a number of broadcast tennis games to provide
ball speeds and virtual replays. However, currently it is unable to handle player-ball
interactions and occlusions, with which the other two systems also struggle. Ball tracking
in the soccer domain is an open research topic in its own right.
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7.2 Probability density estimation
Estimating the probability density of the positions of the players may provide additional
information for the propagation of samples in the CONDENSATION tracking scheme. A
simple probability density may be obtained by constructing a histogram of frequencies of
players being in one of a number of bins that the pitch has been divided into. However,
this lacks sophistication, and has the potential to be over-sensitive to the training data,
creating a potentially unsmooth probability density function.
Multivariate data can be well represented for density estimation purposes by a Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM). Taking a set of U Gaussian distributions to represent the
data (where U ì  , the number of data items used for training), with appropriately
chosen parameters, allows a PDF to be created. Adopting the notation of Bishop [8], the
PDF can be written as a linear combination of the contributions from each Gaussian:
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where the mixing parameters ¡ô are the prior probabilities that the data point ¿ has
been generated from the ô th Gaussian, and:
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with ¿ the data of dimensionality  , mean vector ( , and covariance matrix o .
The Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm is commonly used to estimate the pa-
rameters of the set of Gaussians which best represent the data. This iterative solution to
estimating the Gaussians’ parameters involves maximising the likelihood ( v ) of the so-
lution, given the data set. Equation 7.3 gives the negative log-likelihood used as an error
function for the data set ¿ Å .
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Training a GMM on the marked up data of the soccer game creates the density estimate
map illustrated in Figure 7.2. It shows a two dimensional mixture of 100 Gaussians, after
1000 iterations of the EM algorithm on a set of 48771 positions. This gives a good
representation of the density of the players’ positions. For any position, the contribution
of each Gaussian can be identied; however, for the purposes of state representation and
exploring the transitions between states, a GMM may not the best approach, since the
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Figure 7.2: Probability density of players’ positions over the soccer pitch, represented by
a GMM with 100 components.
Gaussians do not correspond to different states, and many mixture components contribute
to the probability for a position. A scheme which identies more meaningful states is
desired.
Incorporating the velocities of the players creates a GMM that is hard to visualise in
4D, though may be of use as part of a more complex scheme.
7.3 Vector quantisation
If a state based model is to be employed for modelling the system of players, then a
method that can separate examples into one of a distinct number of states is preferable to
one that will identify the contribution from a set of states, as may be done with the GMMs
above.
Vector quantisation (VQ) is commonly used for data compression. The aim is to repre-
sent a large set of | -dimensional vectors as a small set of codebook vectors, minimising
the reconstruction error (detailed below).
The implementation used here to perform VQ is that of Johnson [52, 54]. A com-
petitive learning neural network is formed, which learns in an unsupervised manner. The
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neural network has  output nodes; one to represent each prototype y¸G , and  input nodes;
one for each dimension of the input training data.
The VQ algorithm
 Randomly place the  prototypes yYGw?\oRSI)-"-"-)IZ¥ in the feature space.
 Let ¿ L!> be the feature vector for epoch ! .
 Dene 9!>  R ·
x
W
; a monotonically decreasing gain coefcient.
 To ensure the prototypes are representatively distributed, each node y¸G has an as-
sociated sensitivity, zG , initially zero: Set zG f|{ 
 Set a value for

, the node sensitivity adjustment parameter. This must be small in
comparison to the feature space.
 Train for many ,ﬂm epochs, i.e. while ( !  ﬂ )
– nd the prototype yr}Á9!> which is nearest to this input:
set ~*ﬀ¦(°V­7¢ «§hGX ¿ L!>E·yÍGL!>uk·zNGL!>V
– update the prototypes and sensitivities, for each  :
 \s ~
y}õ9!&ﬀRÉ y}õ9!>w&L!>w1
¿
9!>U·5y}ÁL!>@
z/}õ9!&ﬀRÉ z/}õ9!>E·

 \  ~
y GL!,&ﬀRÉ¹ yÍGL!>
zNGL!,&ﬀRÉ¹ zNGL!>\& 
á
{
 
– increment t, t++
The vector quantisation algorithm is quick and efcient in comparison to training
GMMs. Here VQ is performed on the same data as in the previous section, rstly on 2D
data of 48771 positions of players. The period, ﬂ , is set to RSI fSfSf I f(fSf . The effects of
varying the node sensitivity adjustment parameter,  , on the distribution of prototypical
positions is shown in Figure 7.3, with


f
-
fSfSf
R , a set of prototypes distributed in
proportion to the data from which they are learned is observed. When

is larger (0.01),
the prototype vectors do not cover the whole eld, and when

is smaller (0.000001) there
is a random spread of prototypes which are not representative of the data; there appear
to be fewer prototype vectors in Figure 7.3(e) this is due to many of the vectors being
positioned out of the eld of play, far from any feature vectors in the training set, thus


f
-
f(fSfSf
R is clearly too small for practical use.
Incorporating velocity information into this representation can yield a more detailed
description. Figure 7.4(a) shows the set of 200 prototypical vectors (4D) learned from the
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(a)   f - f R (b)   f - fSf R (c)   f - fSfSf R (d)   f - fSf(fSf R (e)   f - fSfSf(fSf R
Figure 7.3: Vector quantised positions (2D data) learned with different levels of the pa-
rameter

.
same training set, with ﬂ|èRSI fSfSf I fSfSf and


f
-
fSf
R , with velocities included. This
clustering of the training set appears to give more weight to the positions of the players
than to the velocities. The velocities are much smaller in magnitude than the positions.
Scaling the data should alleviate this problem.
Repeating the experiment with the additional condition of normalising (through trans-
lation and scaling) the mean of each component of the feature vectors to 0.5 and a standard
deviation of 0.08 ( ¿ G
Õ%×

f
-µIQ
f
-
f

¼K ) gives a set of prototypical vectors whose veloc-
ity components vary more signicantly than without the normalisation; the goalkeepers
have very low speeds, and players move more quickly near the centre of the pitch (Figure
7.4(b)). These values were chosen since the implementation of the VQ algorithm requires
all data to be in the range  f I"RQ . Thus a mean of 0.5 is in the centre of this range, and a
s.d. of 0.08 is sufcient for outlying data to be scaled to fall within  f I)RQ .
The reconstruction error [60] is calculated as the sum of the minimum squared dis-
tance of the closest prototype to each input training vector. This cost can be used to iden-
tify the performance of the clustering when different numbers of clusters are used. Figure
7.5 shows the VQ reconstruction error obtained when between 1 and 400 prototypes were
formed. The random initialisation of the prototypes, and the fact that each experiment
was run only once for each number of clusters explains the non-monotonically decreasing
reconstruction error as the number of clusters increases. When more than 150 prototypes
are used, introducing more prototypes does little to further reduce the reconstruction error.
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(a) without normalisation (b) normalised FuG
Õ%×

f
-µIQ
f
-
f
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Figure 7.4: Illustrating the vector quantisation of the 4D data (positions and velocities)
with 200 prototypes. (a) on raw data (b) with data scaled to mean 0.5 and s.d 0.08.
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Figure 7.5: Plotting the reconstruction error of the VQ algorithm when clustered into
different numbers of prototypes shows that after around 150 prototypes there is little im-
provement in the representation.
7.4 Emergent behaviour
Algorithms used for learning do so in two fashions: supervised and unsupervised. Super-
vised methods utilise additional knowledge of the scenario in their learning phase, such100
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as knowledge of which group they belong to. Clustering algorithms are unsupervised
methods commonly used to group together examples with similar features. They are of-
ten referred to as emergent since the result has come solely from the data without any
predened rules; the result has emerged from the data.
Reviewing related work and discussing possible aims for behavioural analysis of the
players’ movements in Chapter 2, it was asked if the following questions could be an-
swered:
 Can emergent behaviour be learned from observing real sports games?
 Can team membership be identied for each player?
 How do players interact with their team mates, and the opposition?
 Can the tactics be encapsulated in an understandable way?
 Can a generative model be created?
 Can the rules of the game be learned?
The enormity of some of these tasks can now be realised. To take a simple exam-
ple: given two unordered sets of ten players, then the calculation of a metric to indi-
cate the similarity of the two instances may involve an exhaustive search over all pos-
sible combinations of player congurations. There are 10! such possible combinations
¼R
fH
AI"Ú
IW

fSf
 . If this is used in a technique in which each example is compared to a
set of cluster centres or prototypes, then the calculations quickly become overwhelming,
and an alternative approach must be found.
It is possible to create a set of prototypes for the positions of the whole set of players.
Figure 7.6 shows a set of 25 prototypes of all ten players’ positions relative to one of the
players. The above problem is encountered in this situation: to compare an example set of
positions of players at a time instance involves a set of R fH comparisons with each cluster.
Prototypes created by utilising vector quantisation on 20 dimensional position data or
even on 40 dimensional position and velocity data of the ten players could create a set of
states ideal for use in a graphical model such as a Markov model or Bayesian network.
However, initial experiments have shown that we do not have enough data to do this.
Even with only 25 prototypes, commonly once a prototype/state has been left, it isn’t
returned to. With more data a model in which behaviour of cycling through sets of states
could be observed combinations of which could be identied with types of play occurring;
attacking, players bunching, or quick movements from end to end.
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Figure 7.6: A set of 25 prototypes of the players’ positions. Created through VQ on
20D positional data. Illustrated relative to Player 1. The same information is contained
whichever player it is centred on. The red lines indicate the vectors between Player 1 and
his team mates, the green lines indicate the vectors between Player 1 and players on the
opposing team.
7.5 Creation of synthetic data
Machine learning techniques often require massive quantities of data on which to be
trained. Specically, a training set (of feature vectors) in which all congurations of
the object space are represented is desired. To gain such a training set large quantities of
data are required, so that everything that may be seen in a test sequence will have been
seen before in training. In our case, this refers not only to all possible congurations of
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the players (where each of them may be on the pitch), but also to consider this over time.
Incorporating the temporal aspect increases the quantity of data needed further, since it is
necessary to observe the changes of positions of the players over time, in sufcient cong-
urations for generalisation. Using enough data in the learning phases allows for modelling
of all possible scenarios, and should remove any sensitivity to particular training instances
which were either outliers or noise.
Due to the lack of large amounts of marked up, or automatically tracked training data,
synthetic data of a similar nature will be used. Data created using a set of constraints and
a stochastic input allows an endless supply of data. The aim is to learn behaviour from
this data, (for which the rules are known), which could then be applied in a similar way to
real positional data from sports games.
There are many ways that synthetic data could be created. Little experimentation has
been performed on other approaches, since the method described here produces player
interactions which are judged to have suitable properties and when visualised over time
are engaging and patterns can be noticed (as though a game of some description is being
played). In this chapter, synthetic positional team game data has been created governed
by the following rules:
 2 teams.
 5 players on each team.
 There is a constrained pitch, with ‘walls’ at 0 and 1.
 At each iteration (time step), each player keeps their velocity, subject to the follow-
ing additions/subtractions:
– Players move away from the wall, when they are near it, governed by adding
f
-¶ÚU£õ²±\·Ú
f

¿
· ß9K2 to their velocity in a direction perpendicular to, and
away from the wall (for all 4 walls).
– Each player has a ‘home’, and shouldn’t stray too far from it, governed by
adding f -ÚU£õ²±,OÚi-¶µ¥Z ¿ ·57Ł6yw· æ ÚS> to their velocity in the direction of
their ‘home’.
– When a team has possession (of the nonexistent ball), their behaviour is that
they move away from the nearest player on their team, governed by adding
f
-R,£õ²±\· R
f

¿
·57HiÂF	yryH: to their velocity in a direction away
from the nearest teammate.
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– When a team doesn’t have possession, their behaviour is that they move
towards the nearest player on the opposing team governed by adding
f
-¶µU£õ²±\·Ú-µ¥Z$7HiÂŁ6SŁ6S:ú·
¿
(·
æ
Ú(V to their velocity in a direc-
tion towards the nearest opponent.
– A small amount of uniform noise is added to the players velocity within a
range  f - f ÚSµ .
The probability of possession changing is  , here  
 

 and is calculated by gen-
erating a random number  , (uniformly distributed) in the range (0,1), and changing
possession if    . Thus on average a team has possession for 200 time steps.
The positions of the simulated players over a long period of time are shown in Figure
7.7. It shows that each player has been to most parts of the pitch, and is not conned
to a particular sector. Analysing player movements governed by this rule set, through
observation, conrms a realistic behaviour. The players do appear to be interacting, as
though a game of some description is underway.
Figure 7.7: The positions of 10 simulated players, over 1,000,000 time-steps.
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7.6 Team identification
If emergent methods are to be used to identify which team each player is on, then an
unsupervised approach is necessary. Without providing any information as to which team
each player is on (even in training data) a method would need to be developed which only
used, say, the knowledge that there are 10 players, and there are 2 teams with 5 players
on each, to discriminate between the two teams. More information or properties of the
system must be known in order to make any decisions, which are hard to identify.
One such property that might be expected, is that when one team is rotated through
180 degrees about the centre of the pitch, then it will be similar to the other team. Using
this ‘property’ alone fails to identify the team because it contains no information about the
structure of a team and gives similar results for a left-right split of players; they look sim-
ilar when rotated. A similar failing would occur if defenders were grouped with opposing
attackers. For team identication a supervised approach must be adopted.
7.7 Player identification
Many approaches to the tasks of interest are thwarted by the need to employ an exhaustive
search, involving R f= combinations of players and labels in order to identify each player.
This section details an emergent approach to player identication without the need for
exhaustive searches for nding a best match to be employed.
This approach involves training a set of Gaussian mixture models on the positions of
each player. Then, taking an example set of players’ positions a response (likelihood)
from each GMM can be found for each player. A matrix (here R f $%R f ) of these values
can be formed which can be thought of as representing a weighted undirected bipartite
graph, where the ten players form one set of vertices of the graph, and the labels 1-10
form the other set of ten vertices. The matrix contains the edge weights fully connecting
the two sets of vertices. Using graph partitioning methods, edges can be removed until
ten graphs remain; each containing two nodes and one edge. A correspondence between
the players and the labels R · R f has now been established. (No label can be assigned to
multiple players, and no player to multiple labels). Graph partitioning is an efcient and
effective way to do this, since no exhaustive searches are needed.
Firstly, for each player  a GMM G with  components is formed (here ÖîA f has
been used). Given a player’s position a response or likelihood from each GMM ,G can
be calculated. For a particular example (at a time instant), the response ,G ¿ Ã  to each
players’ position ¿ Ã from each G can be calculated. A R f $ R f matrix of these responses
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can be formed:
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(7.4)
Simply choosing to associate a player’s position ¿ Ã with the GMM G which gives the
maximal response does not give a plausible result. Usually, more than one player will be
associated with a label G which is something than must not be allowed to happen. Select-
ing an optimum labelling of the players with the numbers R7· R f involves choosing the
combination for which some metric is maximised (to nd the most likely labelling). An
exhaustive search of all possible combinations would entail evaluating R fH combinations.
The matrix of responses can be formulated as a graph; with Ú f vertices ( R f repre-
senting the players and 10 representing the GMMs corresponding to the player’s labels
R*· R
f ), the elements of the matrix give the weights of edges in the graph; the likelihood
that label  corresponds to player ô is calculated as G ¿ Ã  . A fully connected bipartite
graph is formed with each player connected to each label by a weighted edge. This is
visualised in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8: The graph to be partitioned.
Graph partitioning methods can now be employed to partition the graph into ten sub-
graphs. Partitioning the graph into ten should result in a direct association of each label
with one and only one player. The methods of the METIS software package [57] are
incorporated to perform the graph partitioning. Two methods of graph partition are ex-
perimented with: multilevel recursive bisection and multilevel k-way partitioning. Both
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of these try to minimise the cut with balancing constraints, and are approximate methods.
Multilevel recursive bisection partitions the graph by splitting the graph into two
equally sized parts, and repeats this process on each remaining graph, until it has been split
into the required number of partitions. Multilevel k-way partitioning is recommended for
partitioning a graph into 8 or more partitions, and involves coarsening down the graph to
a few hundred vertices, performing a bisection of this graph, and projecting back to the
original graph. On the graph described (Figure 7.8 with twenty vertices, this method was
found not to work in the task of partitioning the graph into ten equal parts in which each
part contained two vertices and one edge. Often partitions contained one or three ver-
tices. Multilevel recursive bisection is found to successfully partition the graph into ten
partitions, allowing a correspondence between players and labels (GMMs) to be formed.
Figure 7.9: Ten GMMs trained on players positions over 5000 time steps.
A set of ten GMMs learned from 5000 sequential time steps of the synthetic data are
visualised in Figure 7.9. Many positions ¿ Ã will produce a high response G ¿ Ã  (indicated
in white) from more than one G .
Using this method, overall performance of the system when labelling (classifying) the
players at each time instance was correct in 1242 instances out of the 5000 time steps
used for training the data. i.e. in only 1242 cases out of the 5000 was each label R·ﬀR f
associated which the correct player. The maximum number of frames observed between
correct labelling was 117. A breakdown of the results into performance for each player
is detailed in Table 7.1. Each player is identied correctly in around three-quarters of all
cases, and the maximum number of sequential frames in which a labelling is incorrect is
much lower than 117, typically around 50.
Similar results are obtained when applied to unseen test data. Table 7.2 shows the
results of the above trained system on a set of 5000 sequential test frames on a per player
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Position success/5000 % success max. sequential
incorrect labellings
1 4014 80.3 55
2 3958 79.2 82
3 3517 70.3 52
4 3943 78.9 17
5 3709 74.2 29
6 4108 82.2 48
7 3828 76.6 22
8 4202 84.0 49
9 3188 63.8 82
10 3477 69.5 50
Overall 1242 24.8 117
Table 7.1: Results on training data.
basis. Pleasingly, they are not dissimilar results, although the maximum time between
correct labellings has increased.
Position success/5000 % success max. sequential
incorrect labellings
1 3764 75.2 99
2 3519 70.3 99
3 3977 79.5 103
4 3628 72.5 30
5 4080 81.6 19
6 4512 90.2 14
7 4344 86.8 39
8 4098 81.9 41
9 3487 69.7 129
10 3939 78.7 18
Overall 1552 31.0 157
Table 7.2: Results on test data.
Incorporating time information, by building a histogram of frequency of labels as-
signed to each player, and choosing the label with the greatest number of occurrences
over a window length of !¼Ñ improves the player identication system.
A comparison of the performance of the method, on a training and test set both of
size 5000 is shown in Figure 7.10 with the window length !>Ñ varying from 1 to 1000;
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on unseen test data a behaviour similar to the training data is observed. The steps in
the graph appear since the percentages correct have been calculated from the set of 1000
broken down into R fSfSf =!Ñ distinct blocks of time.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of performance on training and test data.
This method is now evaluated on an unseen test set comprising of 10,000 sequential
frames of simulated play. Figure 7.11 and Table 7.3 display the results of the system when
different sized training sets are used, when learning the GMMs, and for a range of time
windows.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of performance on 10,000 time steps, when trained on various
size training sets.
Once a time window of !Ñ .Ú fSfSf or greater is used, the system successfully identies
each player correctly. A steady improvement in the percentage correct is observed as
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Window Size of training set for GMMs
length !Ñ 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
1 22.8 24.7 24.4 28.3 25.4
2 15.3 16.5 16.3 20.0 18.6
3 23.9 25.6 25.5 29.7 26.4
4 22.3 25.5 24.1 29.3 25.0
5 25.0 28.1 27.2 33.0 29.1
10 28.5 31.0 32.0 36.0 31.4
20 32.0 36.8 35.6 41.2 34.6
50 36.5 41.0 43.0 45.0 41.5
100 43.0 49.0 46.0 47.0 41.0
200 42.0 56.0 56.0 52.0 54.0
500 68.4 70.0 75.0 65.0 68.4
1000 77.8 77.8 80.0 88.9 89.9
2000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Table 7.3: Results.
the size of the window grows. With regard to the size of the training set, in this data
the results are generally similar, though a little better with a larger training set. Figure
7.9 shows that the GMMs are being reduced down to very few Gaussians, which would
explain this. Given more real world data, this approach could be tested more fully, and
given the evidence in Figure 7.2 it is suspected that a mixture of many Gaussians would
be formed to represent each player. In this case, a larger training set would provide a
better representation of the players’ movements.
The need to use information collected over a period of time in order to identify each
player’s position or role corresponds well with the approach that a human observer may
take. In a related scenario: given a soccer game at an instance, in which the coloured strips
of the two teams were replaced with a plain white shirt, it is speculated that it would not
be possible to correctly identify which team each player is on in the majority of cases.
Sometimes it may be possible, but there will be many times when a player passes the ball
back to his goalkeeper, or two players tackle each other, for example, which makes it hard
to dene a set of rules to associate players to teams.
How many frames would be needed before a human observer could condently iden-
tify who is on which team? Undertaking this task, a human observer may utilise his prior
knowledge of player positioning in soccer games, but he will also draw strongly from
many other cues; player orientation (which end they are facing, and whether they are fac-
ing the ball or moving into space); player velocities; player body movements (arms in the
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air wanting the ball, or hands on hips not involved in play); and even facial expressions.
7.8 Discussion
Providing a machine learning system with very limited knowledge, and trying to make
results emerge form the data is a tricky task. It is much more common for a supervised
approach to be used.
For example, a Bayesian network, hidden Markov model, or a neural network could
be trained to provide a learned response (or likelihood of a range of responses) of an
individual or team, where inputs to the system are each of the players’ positions and ve-
locities, and the output is the player/team position and velocity at the next time step. This
approach would need knowledge of each player, and once trained would give an output
which could be used for predicting future movements, or possibly used in a behavioural
analysis to identify atypical play. A model which had learned from a set of experts play-
ing, and been trained on hours of footage/positional data, could then be used when a
novice (or less experienced) player was introduced into a team, to identify if they behave
differently.
Supervised clustering methods may be a useful approach for modelling or classifying
player movements with respect to their team and opponents, since a player or team be-
haves differently whether they are attacking or defending. Possession of the ball is a key
factor in where the players position themselves, and in which way they move. Learning
separate clusters or states, when the players are in similar congurations but possession
is different should give a better representation of behaviour, since additional knowledge
is incorporated into the model.
These approaches all require for each of the players to be identied (either with a
unique label, or equivalently the order in which they appear in a feature vector). The
work that has been presented in this chapter facilitates this. Given a set of players, the
most likely labelling of the set to a learned set of GMMs can be found. From this stepping
stone, harder tasks can now be considered, without having to incorporate as much hand-
crafted knowledge into the model.
A different branch of soccer analysis is appearing, driven by demand for analysing
the structure of the game to allow for multimedia and limited bandwidth video stream-
ing applications to choose which parts of a broadcast game are of interest. Ekin [26]
uses cinematic features for automatic real-time event detection (such as shot classifica-
tion (camera view) in the categories: long-shot, in-eld medium shot, close-up shot or
out of eld shot). Other object based features are used to identify the penalty box and
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goals. Xie [118] parses the structure of a game into the two mutually exclusive categories
of play and break, and trains sets of HMMs on features extracted from footage of plays
and breaks, and uses dynamic programming to segment the two states. This type of work
is very different to tracking and positional behaviour analysis, however it would be an
important part in creating an integrated positional analysis tool from broadcast footage,
where many camera views are used (and close-ups of players or the crowd may be of little
use).
7.9 Summary
The modelling of behaviour and interactions, particularly with respect to positional data,
is an under-researched area. This chapter has provided an insight into the behaviour mod-
elling domain. It has explored density estimation methods for representing and describ-
ing data in the form of Gaussian mixture models and clustering using vector quantisation.
Practical considerations of the unexpected complexity of matching ten player positions
with ten player labels (or one conguration of players with another, for which there are
10! possibilities) led to the formulation of the task as a graph partitioning problem, an area
in which much research has been undertaken. Combining this with a set of GMMs has
resulted in an emergent method for identifying a player’s position from the positional
data alone.
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Conclusions
The work in this thesis was motivated by a desire to track sports players through the
course of a team game and to analyse the resulting interactions.
8.1 Summary of work
In Chapter 3, a novel framework for a CONDENSATION based multiple object tracker,
as opposed to multiple single object trackers, is developed. It is demonstrated that the
performance of the tracker is improved when a set of Kalman lters are introduced to
help regroup the samples which are stochastically propagated within the CONDENSATION
framework. In this chapter, three main topics are identied as important; the need for a
more sophisticated, yet computationally efcient, tness function for player localisation
capable of handling shapes which change greatly and quickly; the need for methods to
resolve occlusions; and the need for a generally accepted scientic approach to positional
tracker evaluation.
Development of a feature descriptor for use as a tness function in the tracking sys-
tem is the focus of Chapter 4. The use of splines for object tracking is explored. A
novel multi-resolution people nding kernel is designed, which is robust to the perspec-
tive effects that are visible in this domain. Three possible methods for employing the
multi-resolution kernels are devised and evaluated. The methods are evaluated against a
set of positive examples and a set of negative examples of players. From this evaluation,
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a method in which a set of learned template kernels are applied is chosen. Further eval-
uation is performed on an example image to illustrate the properties of the method and
its robustness and sensitivity to changes in horizontal and vertical positioning, changes in
scale to the width and height of the bounding box, and xed aspect ratio scaling. This
novel method of learning template kernels from subsampled examples is also demon-
strated on sequences of pedestrians walking. A set of six templates are formed once the
training data has been clustered, and a Markov model of the pose transitions is created
by observing the frequencies of transitions from one template to another over sequential
frames of video of pedestrians walking. This could be employed to provide partitioned
sampling in any ‘predict and sample’ tracking scheme.
Chapter 5 presents work on positional tracker evaluation which is notably lacking
from computer vision literature. A set of metrics and statistics for trajectory comparison
are presented with the goal of being able to compare two trajectories. The similarity of
two trajectories cannot be encapsulated in a single number. For example, it may be of
interest to consider the paths taken by two people which are identical, yet travelled at
different speeds. The mean of the differences between the positions at each time step
would be large, yet the area between the two paths would be zero.
Multiple camera systems are investigated in Chapter 6. Positioning of cameras is
discussed and a common coordinate system is established. The measurement error co-
variance matrix of the Kalman lter for each player is estimated taking into account the
player’s position on the pitch and the camera views from which they are visible. The
multi-resolution template kernels are employed within the tness function to identify
players, and methods to fuse data from multiple views are discussed. Initial results for
multiple camera tracking are less promising than expected and are comparable to single
camera tracking.
Chapter 7 provides an insight into the behaviour modelling domain. It explores den-
sity estimation methods for representing and describing data in the form of Gaussian
mixture models and clustering using vector quantisation. Practical considerations of the
unexpected complexity of matching ten player positions with ten player labels (or one
conguration of players with another, for which there are 10! possibilities) lead to the
formulation of the task as a graph partitioning problem. Combining this with a set of
GMMs results in an emergent method for identifying a player’s position from the posi-
tional data alone.
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8.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
 An extension to the CONDENSATION algorithm to track sets of target objects as
sets, rather than as individuals. Incorporation of a set of Kalman lters is shown to
improve the tracking accuracy.
 A simple and robust shape descriptor capable of locating target objects in a range
of sizes/resolutions and in a variety of different poses.
 Preliminary work on the potential use of Markov models for analysis of the transi-
tions between poses.
 An overview of positional performance evaluation methods, with demonstrative use
of metrics and statistics.
 Investigation of the use of multiple cameras in a sports hall, which was not as suc-
cessful as intuition might expect.
 Preliminary exploration of behaviour analysis of team game interactions. Identi-
cation of the problem of combinatorial explosion associated with multiple objects
and demonstration of a simple application to identify players.
8.3 Discussion
Research into a variety of topics within the computer vision domain has been presented
in this thesis. In Section 1.2 a set of challenges expected were identied. These and other
topics of interest are now discussed.
The perspective effects of the pitch have been accounted for in two ways. Firstly, all of
the tracking has been performed using real world positions, rather than image coordinates,
and the Kalman lters have been updated using a measurement error covariance matrix
ä which reects the reliability of the measurement (proximity to camera and resolution
of nearby pixels). Secondly, a resolution independent shape descriptor has been devised
which is applied to sub-sampled image regions allowing it to be used on a large area of
the image close to the camera or on a small region far from the camera.
The multi-resolution kernel provides a mechanism for player localisation, and can
locate players in a variety of poses, without the need for a complex set of constraints.
With more time it would be interesting and valuable to perform a comparison between
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player localisation/tracking using splines and the multi-resolution kernels. Additional
investigation into choosing the size of the template should also be performed in order
to determine the smallest size template which is still capable of tracking objects to the
required degree of accuracy. The multi-resolution template kernels can be learned for
any set of objects to be tracked which are always seen in a xed (or limited) rotational
orientation.
Resolving occlusions when one player obscures another player (or multiple players)
intuitively should become an easier problem when information from multiple views is
incorporated. In this work this has not been shown to be the case. For success in this area,
more evaluation on each aspect of a tracking system would need to be performed as the
system is developed, to ensure that each decision taken benets the tracker. This should
be done on two levels; evaluating the algorithm on its own, separate to the tracker; and
also evaluating its effect on the tracking system as a whole on a bank of test sequences.
Performance evaluation is a large area of study which is essential to the development
of computer vision systems. It is important to consider the context of the situation and
the purpose of the evaluation. There are many ways in which aspects of a tracking system
can be evaluated. This thesis has presented a range of evaluation; positional trajectory
evaluation; comparison of three methods for applying multi-resolution kernels to play-
ers; an evaluation of the template kernels’ sensitivity to changes in size, scale and shift
of the bounding box around a player; development of metrics to advance the positional
evaluation of tracking systems, applied to soccer and vehicles trajectories; brief positional
evaluation of a tracker of multiple soccer players; and evaluation of an emergent system
to identify players’ positions in a simulated soccer game.
Behaviour modelling is a massive research area in its own right. A large amount
of data able to represent the possible congurations of the feature space is necessary.
Many tasks which at a rst glance appear trivial are far from trivial once understood.
Team games are structured activities in which players interact in a way that is generally
understandable to a human observer. Many visual cues are used by humans in addition to
the positions of the players. Machine learning methods which incorporate visual evidence
in addition to positional and velocity data may be able to learn patterns of interactions
between players in a realistic and engaging manner.
8.4 Future research
Much of the work in this thesis is applicable to many other areas of computer vision. This
section discusses where the work undertaken in this thesis has the potential to lead to.
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The work on pose transitions in Section 4.3 has scope for development. Applied in the
soccer domain, it may be possible to use a different motion model for each pose; when a
diagonal running pose is detected, then a fast moving player is likely; when a pose with
the player’s hands on their hips is detected, then a stationary player is likely.
Regarding evaluation, the vision community would ideally like to be able to quote
a single number to identify the performance of a system or algorithm. In practice this is
not possible. Chapter 5 identied a set of metrics and statistics for positional performance
evaluation, and there is scope for building on top of these a system to interpret the numbers
to highlight the important traits observed in the comparison of two trajectories.
On the behaviour side, there are many aspects open for further study. Statistically
the behaviour of the individuals and teams could be captured in a meaningful way which
could be used to evaluate tactics used in a game. A football team X may be able to
decide what tactics it should use in the next game against opposing team Y, by analysing
how different tactics have worked for team X against other opposition, and how team Y
have coped with different tactics from other teams. This may give team X enough of an
advantage to alter the outcome of the game.
The areas of cognitive science and computer vision are becoming closer, and gaining
understanding from image sequences is a developing research area. The combination
of vision, logic and spatial reasoning could be applied to sports games, since there is
an underlying structure behind the games. If methods could be developed to describe
the game, then these methods could also be applied to understanding scenes where the
structure is unknown, for example, the movements of people in a shopping centre or the
intentions of pedestrians in a busy underground interchange.
Given suitable resources, the most exciting topic to address would be real-time track-
ing and behaviour modelling of a full outdoor soccer game. To accomplish this, an ap-
proach which incorporated a behaviour model into the tracker would be necessary. The
results from the tracker could be used to create a more sophisticated behaviour model. At
each iteration of adaptively updating the behaviour model the tracking results should im-
prove. Such a system could revolutionise the tactical decisions made in the sports world.
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Soccer clubs embrace new technology
This appendix contains a press cutting from the Leeds Today website of the Yorkshire
Evening Post (http://www.leedstoday.net/ last accessed 06/10/03). This article describes
the types of analysis of soccer games possible and now used in practice by FA Premiership
side Leeds United.
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Figure A.1: Article on new technology at Leeds United, from Leeds Today website.
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A projective transformation
This Appendix introduces the fundamental concepts of projective geometry, what a pro-
jective transformation is, and proves the uniqueness of the projective transform between
two quadrangles in D, , which is a result necessary for the work undertaken in Chapter 3 -
to transform points between the image and the world coordinate systems.
B.1 The projective plane
The projective plane (projective 2-space) D\ , is the set of lines in  [ which pass through
the origin,
x
y
z
[x,y,z]
(x,y,z)
(tx,ty,tz)
LF,IKJNI
j

W
n 
[

f
I
f
I
f

determines a unique line
through the origin.
L!F,IV!JuIV!
j
~(!n 
This point of D, is denoted
by 1 F,IKJuI j @ .
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Appendix B A projective transformation
Consider the plane j  R in  [ . Each
point in this plane determines a unique
point of Dw .   can be identied with a
subset of Dw
9F,IKJ
W
np

X 1:F,IKJuI"R)@npD

Other points of Dw are of the form 1~QIZHI f @ ,
and are lines in j  f . Such a line corre-
sponds to a ‘direction’ in   .
x
y
z
z=1
[a,b,1]
(a,b,1)
B.2 What is a projective transformation?
Denition
} ~(D
Å
ÓD
Å is a projective transformation if there is a non-singular
?0&ﬀRÉ'$¸?0 & RQ matrix  such that
}]1 7@uÀ1$Þ7@
{
127@,npD
Å
Note
This is well dened, for if ! f , 1 !¼B@ is the same point as 12B@ and
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7@u|1¡'<!>¼B@H|15L!¼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B@H }E127@
Also the matrix !ŁIV! f gives the same transformation as  .
} is a transformation with inverse }
{
 
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{
 
DB@ as 
{
 
is non-singular.
The set of projective transformations of D Å is a group of transformations, for if
}E12B@a|1Þ7@ and m1 7@uo1'B@ { 1 7@,npD Å with ŁI" non-singular,
then: }E F127@u|1$E7@
So }E F is a projective transform as E is non-singular.
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B.3 A unique projective transformation between the im-
age plane and the ground plane
Theorem
Given two quadrangles in D  there is a unique projective transform
which transforms one quadrangle to the other.
Proof
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Covariances and convolutions of
Gaussian distributions
In Chapter 6, the measurement error covariance ä5G for the Kalman lter for player  is
calculated from the measurement error covariances ä5Gd; Ã for player  in view ô . This is
worked out by combining all valid estimates of the bivariate Gaussian distributions that
the covariances represent. This Appendix details how such covariances are combined.
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Given 0 covariance matrices of dimension  , representing 0 multivariate Gaussian
distributions all centred on the point ¬ with covariance ­
G
. Summation of covariance
matrices is commutative, as is multiplication in this case (since the covariance matrices
are symmetric and  -square).
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This shows that the convolution of several Gaussian distributions produce a new dis-
tribution proportional to
×
'¬mIW­

 . Hence in our 2-D case ­ Ã ﬀä Gd; Ã , and the covariance
ä G resulting from convolving the Gaussian distributions which they represent has now
been shown to be äŁG]î

Å
Ã
 
ä
{
 
G`;
Ã

{
 
. This is the value used as the measurement error
covariance for a player in the multi-view tracker in Chapter 6.
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Tracker results
This appendix contains the results of trajectory evaluation performed in Section 6.6 using
the metrics developed in Chapter 5. Results are presented for six tracked players each
when tracked using camera 1, camera 3 and cameras 1 and 3 together. All units are in
millimetres.
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Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\Iﬂ! , 1015 962 152 1881 536 118
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&.¼R
f
IÁÛÚSÁIﬂ/ w 704 676 56 1741 426 125
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\Iﬂ! UI)· RS 697 673 253 1261 331 10
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&.?ThÚI)RSRSR
ÁIﬂ/ EI"R 273 234 37 791 213 43
Table D.1: Camera 1 Track 1.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 1754 1896 105 3062 942 668
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&· R
I"RÛiRQõIﬂ/ w 914 830 140 2145 531 322
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·R 1528 1141 126 2858 874 521
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·¯

I"R
f
ÛSõIﬂ/ EI"R	 372 375 58 1084 240 133
Table D.2: Camera 1 Track 2.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 1522 1068 114 3891 1240 192
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&4ÚR
I)RQÚSÚRQÁIﬂ/ w 1311 1313 33 2652 754 136
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI"·R 1228 510 869 2082 372 292
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&R
f
R"TI"R(TõIﬂ/ ]I"R	 696 675 142 1292 329 183
Table D.3: Camera 1 Track 3.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! \ 793 716 160 1589 505 321
+ ﬂ:ﬃ&.¼·RQÛSÚI"·mÛ ThÛ(õIﬂ/ , 487 455 39 879 229 132
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! 8I"·I 423 431 29 788 260 366
+ ﬂ:ﬃ&.9
f
AIW

f
ÁIﬂ! ]I"· RÉµS 237 230 30 576 155 99
Table D.4: Camera 1 Track 4.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! \ 294 281 18 582 172 82
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&· RÉÛRSI"RSR"AõIﬂ/ w 243 238 34 409 118 42
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! 8I"R(RQ 261 197 35 519 170 138
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·mA ThµI"RÉASõIﬂ/ EI"·R 122 113 40 260 51 12
Table D.5: Camera 1 Track 5.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ ] 225 187 65 485 123 69
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃÞ&.¼R"TRSI"·I

õI-ﬂ! , 161 149 11 520 109 29
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ I)· RQ 219 187 63 501 122 69
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃÞ&.¼R"TRSI"·RQµ ThÁIﬂ! UIKA 132 119 36 412 77 28
Table D.6: Camera 1 Track 6.
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Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 1082 1155 51 1971 628 333
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·úThµ(ÚIW
Û
f
õIﬂ/ w 673 659 64 1447 378 294
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·R 900 471 449 1510 398 298
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·Ú(AI"RÉA
f(f
õIﬂ/ EI"R	 223 205 45 510 159 123
Table D.7: Camera 3 Track 1.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 1191 1176 33 2340 793 350
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·µ(ARSIW
µ(õIﬂ/ w 888 819 160 1805 403 393
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·R 947 446 337 1934 450 136
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·ÛSµ(µI"RQÚSÛiRQõIﬂ/ EI"R	 334 331 63 778 227 241
Table D.8: Camera 3 Track 2.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ , 1481 1471 146 3107 938 819
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ&¼·mÚSÛ
f
I"RÉAµ
SõIﬂ/ w 926 833 166 1920 528 362
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ UI"·I 1359 1032 233 2688 705 949
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ&¼·R"T T¥IÁµ TSõIﬂ/ EI"·R 402 333 106 858 242 155
Table D.9: Camera 3 Track 3.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 835 762 114 1615 456 628
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&?A(TI"·mÛ TASõIﬂ/ w 429 460 9 800 211 229
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·úA 787 762 275 1513 398 662
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&R"TA
IZÚSµ
ÁIﬂ! \I"·R 335 318 43 792 190 102
Table D.10: Camera 3 Track 4.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ , 409 267 105 1285 352 59
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ&¼·mÚ
R(I"· R(RQÚSõI-ﬂ! , 368 312 41 1026 250 80
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ UI"R 196 170 62 292 73 10
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ&9

f
IÁµSµSÁIﬂ/ EI"R 180 178 114 282 40 27
Table D.11: Camera 3 Track 5.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! \ 447 217 25 1009 372 96
+ ﬂ:ﬃ&.4AÚSÛiIÁÚ TSThÁIﬂ/ w 395 377 173 606 111 69
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! 8I"R	 310 107 179 573 116 28
+ ﬂ:ﬃ&.¼RQÛI)·ÚSµ(ÚSõIﬂ/ UI"RS 195 179 75 331 84 43
Table D.12: Camera 3 Track 6.
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Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 1161 1063 152 2045 677 254
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·úTASµIW

RÉõIﬂ/ w 800 818 55 1673 439 227
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·R 1019 598 498 1665 392 204
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·ÚRÉÛI"RSR

f
õIﬂ/ EI"R	 292 294 117 590 139 113
Table D.13: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 1.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! \ 1000 1016 116 1792 558 346
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·ÚSÛIÁÛ ThÛ(õIﬂ/ w 716 761 135 1812 399 289
+ ﬂ:ﬃ\I-ﬂ! 8I"·R 777 533 67 1361 372 267
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·¯SµI"RSR
õIﬂ/ EI"R	 382 365 130 949 209 141
Table D.14: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 2.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! , 1608 1333 91 3638 1149 325
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&4Ú
f
I)RQµ ThµSÁIﬂ/ w 1060 1078 100 2070 533 103
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]I-ﬂ! UI"·R 1069 716 624 1825 338 496
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&R
f
AÛiIÁÚSÚSÛSõIﬂ/ ]I"R	 537 546 102 895 206 148
Table D.15: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 3.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! \ 504 505 105 894 231 295
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&'
ÚI"· ThÛSÚ(õIﬂ/ w 245 230 39 582 127 84
+ ﬂ:ﬃ,Iﬂ! 8I"· Th 406 494 174 596 138 311
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&R
ÚI)·mASASÚSõIﬂ/ EI"·mÚS 231 211 47 571 113 76
Table D.16: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 4.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]Iﬂ/ , 683 426 92 1958 603 262
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&·úTASÛIZAÛSÚ(õIﬂ/ w 618 635 91 1384 332 182
+ ﬂ:ﬃ]Iﬂ/ UI"RS 330 184 22 636 219 165
+ ﬂ:ﬃÞ&4µIÁÚ ThÛ(õIﬂ/ EI"RS 283 286 102 600 117 71
Table D.17: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 5.
Metric mean median min max s.d ‘area’
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ ] 329 277 35 699 208 97
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃÞ&.¼·RÉA
I"õIﬂ/ , 337 321 126 561 134 114
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃ\Iﬂ/ IZÛS 259 210 32 693 208 29
+ ,ﬂ/ﬃÞ&.?TI"·Ú AÛSõI-ﬂ! UI"R"A 148 140 44 364 76 76
Table D.18: Cameras 1 and 3 Track 6.
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